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1 0 _NTRODUCTION( •
The objective of this research was to develop analytical tools
capable of economically evaluating the cyclic time-dependent plasticity
which occurs in hot section engine components in areas of strain
concentration resulting from the combination of both mechanical and
- thermal stresses. The techniques developed are capable of accomodating
large excursions in temperatures with the associated variations in
material properties including plasticity and creep.
The overall objective of this research program was to develop
advanced 3-D inelastic structural/stress analysis methods and solution
strategies for more accurate and yet more cost-effective analysis of
7--"
i combustors, turbine blades, and vanes. The approach was to develop a
matrix of formulation elements and constitutive models, three
I increasingly more complex formulation models and three increasingly
_- more complex constitutive models•
The three constitutive models were developed in conjunction with
r- optimized iteration techniques, accelerators, and convergence criteria
within a framework of dynamic time incrementing• These consist of a
simple model, a classical model, and a unified model• The simple model
performs time-independent inelastic analyses using a bilinear
stress-strain curve and time-dependent inelastic analyses using a
__ power-law creep equation. The second model is the classical model of
ProfessorsWalterHaislerand DavidAllen (Referencei) of TexasA&M




Bodner, Partom, et al. (Reference 2). All models were customized J
for a linear variation of loads and temperatures with all materia!
properties and constitutive models being temperature dependent.
The three formulation models developed are an eight-noded
)
midsurface shell element, a nine-noded midsurface shell element and a
twenty-noded isoparametric solid element. Both of the shell elements i
are obtained by "degenerating" 3D isoparametric solid elements and
then imposing the necessary kinematic assumptions in connection with J
the small dimension of the shell thickness (References 3 and 4). The
eight-noded element uses Serendipity shape functions and the
nine-noded element uses Lagrange shape functions. The eight-noded
element uses Gaussian quadrature for numerical integration, with !
nodal and surface stresses bein_ obtained by extrapolation/mapping
techniques. Lobatto quadrature is being used with the nine-noded
element to effectively provide for direct recovery of the stresses }
and strainsat the surfacesand nodepoints. The eight-nodedelement
has an excellent combination of accuracy and economy in the normal
element aspect range encountered when modeling most hot section
components. The nine-noded Lagrangian formulation overcomes the I
shear locking problem experienced when the element
!
size-versus-thickness-aspect ratio becomes very large. The
twenty-noded isoparametric element uses Gaussian quadrature.
A separate computer program has been developed for each
combination of constitutive model-formulation model. Each program iI
provides a functional, stand alone capability for performing cyclic
7
)
nonlinear structural analysis. In addition, the analysis
capabilities incorporated into each program can be abstracted in
subroutine form for incorporation into other codes or to form new
combinations. These programs will provide the structural analyst
with a matrix of capabilities involving the constitutive
models-formulation models from which he will be able to select the
combination that satisfies his particualr needs.
The program architecture employs state-of-the-art techniques to
- maximize efficiency, u_.ity, and portability. Among these features
are the following:
(i) User Friendly I/O
• Free format data input
• Global, local coordinate system, (Cartesian, Cylindrical,
Spherical)
• Automatic generation of nodal and elemental attributes




_- Element Stresses and Strains(
(ii) Programming Efficiency
; • Dynamiccore allocation(
• Optimizationof file/coreutilization
r-




J(iii) Accurate and EconomicalSolution Techniques
• Right-hand side pseudoforcetechnique
• Accelerators for the iteration scheme
• Convergence criteria based on both the local inelastic !
strain and the global displacements.
The ability to model piecewise linear load histories was also
included in the finite element codes. Since the inelastic strain
rate could be expected to change dramaticallyduring a linear load [
history, it is important to include a dynamic time-incrementing
procedure. J
Three separate time step control criteria are used. These are
the maximum stress increment,maximum inelastic strain increment,and
maximum rate of change of the inelastic strain rate. The minimum
time step calculated from the three criteria is the value actually
used. Since the calculationsare based on values readily available
from the previous time step, little computationaleffort is required.
These formulationmodels and constitutivemodels have been
checked out extensively against both theory and experiment. Figure 1 q
shows the correlationbetween Bodner's model in the eight-nodedand i
mid-surface shell element (MSSS)and both experimentand other
predictions (Reference5). Figures 2 through 6 illustratethe
predictability of the classical Hiasler-Allenmodel. Figure 7 shows
a comparison of both Bodner's model and the simple model to both
experiment and independentpredictions (Reference5).
These nine programs, both source (Fortran 77) and compiled, have
T
been installed and checked out on the NASA-Lewis CRAY-1 machine. The
interactive deck generator has been installed on the NASA-Lewis
AMDAHL machine.
Table 1 shows the lines of source code for each of the nine
computer programs. These numbers do not include the interactive deck
[- generators.




Simple 8300 13.800 17_900
Constitutive Haisler-Al!en 9200 16,300 19,000
Models Bodner 7300 _3,800 !7_600
Since these programs use dynamic core allocation, they can be
[ recompiled to size for any specific machine. They are presently loaded
for 107 bytes of core. At this size, the maximum problem would be
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Figure i. Displacement Controlled Cycling Results.
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Figure 2. Load Histories for Plasticity Example.
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The first activity in this program was the performance of a literature i
survey. The pertinent results of this are given in Appendix A. Based on
the results of this survey, three constitutive models and three
formulation models have been developed.
- I
Pi
The fina! versions of the computer programs for the 3D Inelastic I
Analysis Methods contract have been installed on the NASA-Lewis CRAY.
There are nine separate programs, each with a different combination of the I
3 element types and 3 constitutive models. The element types are a r_'!
20-noded insoparametric brick element, an 8-noded midsurface shell
element, and a 9-noded midsurface shell element. The constitutive models
are a simple isotropic hardening classical plasticity model, a
sophisticated classical plasticity model with combined kinematic and I
isotropic hardening, and a unified model. Both classical plasticity
models also have a secondary creep model combined with them. i
The major features of the programs are described below. These i
features are generally available in each of the programs except as
specifically stated.
The physical geometry of the finite element models is described by
nodal locations and element connec_ivities. The shell programs provide
_or automatic generation of nodes and elements if requested. Since
functions are used in all the element types straight or _Iquadratic shape
curved boundaries that can be described by a quadratic are easily modeled
simply by appropriately placing the nodes on the element edge around the
boundary. No special information is necessary. __
14
ILoadings can be specified in the form of nodal concentrated loads,
displacements, and/or temperatures or on an element level asi
pressures for the 20-noded brick element and as pressures and line loads
in the shell program. Global loadings such as gravity and rotationall
loads can also be specified. Loads with the same value can be easilyI-
applied to large numbers of nodes and elements since series of evenly
-- incremented node and element numbers can be specified.
All of the programs provide for linear ramping of loadings. Initial
and final conditions for the load case are input and the intermediate
conditions are obtained by linear interpolation. The intermediate points
Y can be specified in a couple of ways. A number of even load increments
can be specified with or without a reference to time. Also available is
a dynamic time incrementing scheme which allows the program to calculate
time increments and that user input maximums of stress change, inelastic
strain change, or inelastic strain integration error are not exceeded.
In this way the program will use large time steps for load intervals
i causing small inelastic action and small time steps for loadings causing a
_- great deal of inelastic action to occur.
The constitutive models are capable of predicting inelastic responses
i for constant or variable temperatur_ conditions This is done by including
tel-msthat arise due to thermal variation in the derivation of these
_ models and by allowing the user to specify the required inelastic data at
up to l0 different temperatures per material type. There can be up to 3
r
L different material types per model. Each of the constitutive models is




The elastic material properties (elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, and
thermal expansion coefficient) can be specified at up to l0 different i
temperatures per material type for orthotropic as well as isotropic
materials. The program will then linearly interpolate between the values
at the given temperatures. _
Several numerical techniques have been included in the programs in
order to speed up execution time, convergence, and make efficient use of
available memory. All of the programs provide for out of core solution of
the system of equations so that larger systems can be solved. The memory
available for solution is determined by the program and the system of
equations is broken up into appropriately sized blocks, stored on file and ii
solved a block at a time using the available core. The shell programs
also use a dynamic core allocation scheme which makes maximum use of the [/
available core. This is done by the program surveying the input for the
problem to be solved and reserving justthe amount of core needed to store i
the required information and still have a large sized block of core
J
available for solution of the equations. Information will be stored on
file as necessary in order to leave a solution block of core available.
The shell programs also have a provision for the user to specify nodes
which are fixed (with zero displacement) throughout the problem. The
J
equations associated with these nodes are then eliminated from the system
of equations, _hus reducing the problem size.
An Aitken acceleration scheme which causes a more rapid convergence to
the inelastic solution is built into the 20-noded brick and 8-noded shell I
programs. This scheme uses the two previous iteration solutions to modify
7
16
the present iteraction toward the apparent converged solution. This
scheme is used with the plasticity and unified consUitutive models, but
S '
nct with the seconday creep model1
These programs cover a large spectrum in sophistication in their
i _ ability to predict inelastic response. The problem to be solved, the
desired degree of accuracy and available amount of effort will dictate the
I element type and constitutive model combination to be used. A great deal
of overlap occurs, especially for simple problems with simple loadings,
but as more complexity is added one combination may be better suited than
another. Many capabilities are available in these programs and can be
t
J
used to great advantage in a wide variety of.problems.
I J
2.1 CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
i _ Three separate constitutive models have been implemented in each ofi
the three formulation models. These constitutive models represent a broad
I perspective in the present state of the art in constitutive modeling,
running from a simplified model based on the classical plasticity theory,
to a much more sophisticated and advanced treatment of the classical
plasticity theory, and finally a unified model where plasticity and creep
i
are viewed together as inelastic action. A separate seconday creep model
• is combined with the two classical plasticity models in order to expand





Classical plasticity theories propose the existence of a function
describing the onset of yield and leading to an uncoupled rate-independent
portion of deformation. There are four common ingredientsin the majority
of the incremental classical plasticity theories: (1) a yield function
distinguishing inelastic and elastic deformation, (2) a relationship
between the stress increment tensor and the elastic strain increment
--i
tensor, (3) a descriptic[,of the rate-independentplastic strain increment
such as the normality condition, and (4) a work-hardening rule describing- --
(
the evolution of the yield function under mechanical loading.
The simplified plasticity model is an incrementalclassical plasticity -_!)
model which works with effective stresses and strains in the constitutive
law and expands these effective q_antities to component form through _
application of the normality condition.
The yield function used in the simplified model is the Yon Mises yield
function and is given by: _
2= 0 (i) )
,(a_j, K) = 3/2 s_j sij -ae
m
where: -_
sij = oij - z/3 (oll . o22. 53>
(2) -i
is the deviatoric stress tensor, and: !
is the maximum effective stress; that is, the yield surfaceaem
J
radius.
- The above shows that the yield function accounts only for an expansion
of the yield surface about the origin (isotropic hardening only). If this
[
I_ function is less than or equal to zero, there is no plastic action. If i_
is greater than zero, plastic action occurs.
The relationship between the stress state and elastic strain state ini
the simplified model is characterized by an equation relating effective





[- is the effective modulus, which differs from the elastic modulus due to
the difference in the definitions of effective stress and effective
strain. The effective strain is defined as:
_ where engineering shear strains are used.
J
The effective stress is defined as:
I




The plastic strain increment is calculated using effective quantities as:
_zP- az . _E (7)




_ze is the total effective strain increment, and (8)
(7 -
A_E • em= -- i
• E i
is the effective strain increment.
To expand this effective plastic strain into component form and also
ensure that the plastic strain increment is normal to the yield surface,
the Prandtl-Reuss Normality Flow Rule is used. This is given by:
d_.P. = _ S.. (9) _'-_
• ,,,l ,z,,,] J
where the scale dA can be calculated from the effective plastic strain
increment. To see this, rewrite the Flow Rule as: '"'_
dziPJ dziJ = (dA)2SiJ SiJ 7
(
- d_.. d_.. = dA $3 _j _j _ sij ..3"J _
but'• l
1














_ Finally, the work-hardening rule is fully isotropic as mentioned
[
previously. Thus, the maximum effective stress value is retained as the
_ yield surface size for use in the yield function.
For a typical load case, the finite element equations are used to
_ obtain displacements due to the structure loadings and previous inelasticJ
history. These displacements are used to calculate total strain
(
increments. From this, a stress increment is calculated with the initial
assumption of no plastic action. The stress state is then used in the
J
yield function to check whether any plastic action occurs in the load
r step. If not, calculations proceed to the next load case. If plastic
/
action does occur, the effective elastic strain _€_ is calculated and
subtracted from the total effective strain increment to obtain the
effective plastic strain increment. This is expanded to component form
i using the flow rule, and an incremental pseudoforce is then calculated.)
After going through this procedure over the entire structure, the
[_ pseudoforce increments are applied to the structure with the other loads,





2.1.2 Haisler-Allen Classical Plasticity Model
Professor Walter Haisler and David Allen of Texas A&M developed their
classical plasticity theory along the same lines as other classical
plasticity theories. However, they have added the capability to
accurately handle thermodynamic loadings in conjunction with multiaxial
mechanical loadings. Previous classical plasticity models have not been i
used to model rate-dependent or temperature-dependent media, until
recently, i
The yield function used in the Haisler-Allen model is assumed to be of i
the form:
'(S_j- axj)= k2/./d_P,T > (16) i
{
where:
Sij = the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor i
sij = coordinates cf the yield surface center in stress space _
k = a characteristic radius dimension describing the size of the
"7
yield surface in stress space
-p i
de = the history of equivalent uniaxial plastic strain, and
T = temperature j
The yield surface described by this equation defines an area stress
space enclosed by the surface where all deformation is elastic and thus
recoverable, whereas on this surface, inelastic deformation is allowed.
The form of the yield function suggest that the yield surface may both
translate kinematically by means of the translation tensor sij and i
expand insotropically due to changes in the radius dimension k, thus
v producing a combined isotropic kineatic work-hardening rule Note that! • •
any thermally induced changes to the yield surface will be totally
isotropic in nature.
Differentiation of this general form of the yield function gives a
statement of consistency during plastic loading:







evaluated at Sij- cij , which can be seen to be equivalent to
8F
a(sij-aij) "
since during neutral loading (one in which the yield surface remains
"= unaltered) the plastic strain increment and d=ij are zero, it isi
1
apparent that a statement governing loading can be defined to be:
8Y _k
dSij - 2k _'_ dr > 0
_J (18)
(
I whereas unloading is described by:
aF 8k (19)
r-_ _ dSij - 2k _-_ dT < 0
f--
23
)Two commonly accepted yield functions of the above form are the Tresca
and Yon Mises yield functions. The Haisler-Al!enmodel uses the Yon Mises




rCa±) = ½ [(_ I - a2) 2 , (c2 " _3)2 . (_3 " al) = (2o)
i
)
where oI o2, and a3 are principal stresses and k is the current i
uniaxial yield surface size. This yield condition supposes that yielding J
is a function of deviatoric stress only. Utilization of this yield
)
function limits the model to analysis of initially isotropic media.
The stress tensor may be related to the elastic strain tensor by: )
= D_ EP _C
SAj £j..(Eran " - . EL) -_
(21) i
t
where Emn is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, Dijmn is the
temperature-dependentelastic constitutivetensor at time t, and the
collected terms in parentheses represent the elastic recoverable strain.
In addition, superscripts P, C, and T denote plastic, creep, and thermal
strains, respectively.
Since the model is of incremental form, the above equation must be
h iincrementa!ized. Thus, !
t ( -zP .zc.zz (22> idSij = -£l - S_.j = D._._t Zan an mn ma!_jmn
t
. ZP . E c . Z r




whichcan be rewrittenin the _ormused in the modelas:
i dSij- Uijmn m- mn mn mm (23)
r ( _mn EPt ECu " ETt>. _DijmnE - -i mn _n mn
where the superscripts t denote parameters measured at the start of a 13ad
step and the superscript t+_t denotes measurement at the end of a load
step. The terms preceded by d represent the increment in these parameters
_- during the load step.
i
The flow rule used in the model is the flow rule associated with the
r Yon Mises criterion, and is given by:
= (24)
_" ij aS..
where d i is an unknown scalar to be determined by the consistency
I condition. This equation is commonly called the normality condition, it
can be seen that the plastic strain increment is assumed to be a
i projection on the outer normal to the yield surface, which is scaled by
[ the parameter dl.
The final expression required to complete the const_:utive law is the
F hardening rule. According to Ziegler's modification of the Prager
hardening rule, a tensorially correct statement describing translation of
the yield surface during a load increment is:
d=ij-d (sij-.ij) (2s)
25
where the yield surface translation scalar, d_, contains ".hetemperature
and plastic strain history-dependence of the yield surface translation
tensor,a_. The translation scalar is described as:
4.j
aF dS. - 2k ak 8k (26) i
as1--_.. _j _ dT - 2k --8_P dz"PdN = aF
(s -an) _ i,
mn
These components described above are used to derive the constitutive "_
i
law used in the Haisler-Allen model. The resulting stress-strain relation
is:
dSij _jmn =n
Do mm _ )




as as pqrsaS aS (28)pq pq pq rs
!
as
dC . = 4D.. -
:;ran "_jmn 2 H' aF 8F . DU"_= 8F aF I'





Also, H' is the slope of the uniaxial stress-strain diagram for Zhe
temperature at the end of the load step, and _T is the change in
uniaxial stress due to a temperature change for the total uniaxial strain
T
at the start of the load step.i
It can be seen that the form of the constitutive law is an effective
modulus Ct. multiplied by a strain increment added to the change in1jmn
the effective modulus multiplied by the elastic strain at the start of the
step. The term dPij is a correction term which arises from estimating
- H' using the uniaxial strain at the start of the step.
The general sequence followed in the implementation of this model in
r_ the finite element codes is to solve for displacements from the given[
loading and previous history. These displacements are then used to
r "
calculate an increment in total strain which is fed to the constitutive
model along with the temperature increment. A stress increment is then
F
! calculated initially assuming zero creep and plastic strain increments.
r This stress increment is used with the yield function to check for plastic
I
I loading. If there is none, the results are correct and the procedure for
.... the load step is complete.
,i
If loading is predicted, the effective modulus (Cijmn), the
- effective modulus increment (dCijmn), and the correction factor
(dPij), are calculated and used to determine the stress increment. The
yield surface radius (k) is then updated and the translation of the yield
surface center (4aij) is calculated to complete the procedure.
f
I This process is carried out over the entire structure resulting in ai
pseudoforce increment caused by the plastic strain increments. The
27
process is then repeated with the just-calculated pseudoforce increment




2.1.3 SIMPLE CREEP MODEL
To make possible the calculation of time-dependent response with the _I
two classical plasticity models, a simplified creep model has been -_
included with these plasticity implementations. This has been done in i
such a way that the moda"_ can be used separately in creep-only or
plasticity-only applications, or they may be used simultaneously for
certain applications (generally in material testing) where both
time-dependent and independent responses may occur. The implementation
allows for equal time increments or dynamic time-incrementing as developed
for use with the Bodner model.
The simplified creep model is a linear model based on secondary creep
only and is represented as: i
=2
_Cc " Q (_)T4: (31) 2
whereQ and r are constants. The integrationschemeused in the
implementationof this model is a trapezoidrule (usingthe stressvalue
beginning and end of the time step) to compute creep strain ratesat the





2.1.3.1 EXAMPLES WITH PLASTICITY/CREEPMODELS
For the classical plasticitymodels, uniaxial stress cases have been run
to check out the constitutiveroutines. One set of four plasticity-only
r
cases are very useful since they involve both thermal and mechanicali
loadings in various combinations. Note that the total thermomechanical
load is the same for these four cases, but different residual strains
result due to the various loading sequences. The following Figures (8
through 13) show the material data used, the four thermomechanicalload
histories, and the results.
An example of the creep-model-onlyis shown in which the total strain
y- is imposed and creep strains vary accordingly. This results in a stress
k
relaxation as time increases. The creep coefficientsused are chosen to
: simplify the calculationsas Q - 0.44E-8 and r - I.[
Finally, two examples of plasticityand creep combined are shown. The
plasticity data used is the same as for the plasticity-onlyexamples, and
the creep coefficientsare the same as for the creep-onlyexample. The
results are encouraging in that the plasticity results are unaffectedby
the creep, which is the assumptionof the classical plasticitytheory.
The creep results are improved on the total strain, given that the loading
is done slowly enough to introducetime-dependentaction but quickly
enough for time-independentaction to occur simultaneously. The use of
this option is determinedby the user, although some initial examinations
of time-step sizing indicate that for slow loadings when creep-onlyis
expected, plasticity does not occur (evenwith the plasticitycalculations
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Figure ii. Strain Controlled Creep.
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Figure 12. Stress Controlled Cycling with Combined Figure 13. Stress Controlled Combined Plasticity
Plasticity and Creep. and Creep.
Y2.1.4 BODNER'S UNIFIED MODEL
Bodner's constitutive model is considered a unified model since
plastic and creep strains are included in a single inelastic strain
measure. Thus, the total strain is the sum of elastic, inelastic, and
thermal strains• The inelastic strain rate tensor is defined in a form
similar to the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule. It is:
_;.. = Do e_'_
[
where Do is the limiting strain rate in shear. The material constant n
r-_ controls the strain rate sensitivity and J2 is the second invariant of
the deviatoric stress tensor, Sij. The state variable Z is a measure of
resistance to inelastic flow and is given an initial value of Zo.
The state variable evolution equation is:
:.czI- €1.r -i
where the first term defines the hardening and the second termi l
: characterizes the thermal recovery. The material parameter gI is the
r'_ maximum value of Z and Z2 is the minimum value of Z obtained in thermal
i




The Bodner model presented here predicts only isotropic hardening,
J
, _ since Z is a scalar quantity. The material parameters are easily
calculated from s_andard s_ress s_rain curves and creep _es_s, and the
[-
! numerical implementation is relatively simple
35
!n order to test the Bodner model, the solution, and dynamic time
incrementing schemes discussed in Section 2.3.3 within the context of a
finite element code, a two-dimensional model of the benchmark notch
J
specimen (References lO and 16) containing more than 1,O00 constant strain
triangles has been run (Figurel4). This code uses Bodner's constitutive
model, and the first cycles of Tests 8, 9, and l0 of the benchmark notch
program were simulated (Figures_5 through 18). The results were quite I
satisfying, both in the performance of the constitutive model and in the
economy of the solution. On General Electric's Honeywell 6000 computer
systems, each of these analyses recD/iredapproximately 3 hours of CPU time
at a cost of about $500 each. With similar codes on the CRAY-I and the I
Honeywell 6000, we have experienced speed ratios of about 50 to I.
Therefore, on a machine such as the CRA¥-I, we would expect such an J
analysis to use about five minutes of CPU time. The three analyses
required between 205 and 219 time subincrements.
It can be concluded that this code and constitutive model show promise )
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Figure 18. Cycle Test i0.[
2.2 FORMULATZONMODEDS
Three formulationmodels have been developed,a nine-nodeddegenerated IJ
shell element, an eight-nodeddegeneratedshell element, and a 20-noded
-Iisoparametricsolid element. The implementationof the theoretical J
formulationof these elements in computer softwarehas been accomplished
in such a way as to optimize their utility for nonlinear analysis. All ]
have been implementedwith an out-of-coremodified biooked skyline
equation solver so that very large, real world problems can be solved.
Zmphasis has been placed on numericalaccuracy,user friendliness,and
economy of the situation.
[
2.2.1 EIGHT-NODEDEGENERATEDSHEET.
The analysis of shell structureshaving complex shapes presents an
intractableanalyticalproblem in the classical theory of shells. In
addition, if the shell structure is thick and shear deformationis J
significant,the applicationof classicalthin-shelltheory becomes
questionable. The finite element analysis of such structuresis a I
feasible alternativefor obtainingnumericalsolutions. In modeling shell
structures,curved surfaces and faces are often approximatedby flat !
elements with straight sides. For accurate representationof the
structure geometry, many of these elements are necessary. The need for
elements with curved surfaces is rather obvious.
Isoparametricmapping provides a logicalmeans for developingsuch
elements. The conventionalflat-shellelementsare often a combinationof _I1




been derived by modifying the three-dimensional,isoparametric,
_-- solid-elementformulationin a manner consistentwith the shell-theory
assumptionswithout restrictingbehaviorto purely thin shells.
The constraintof a straightnormal to the midsurface is introduced,
I
and the strain energy correspondingto the direct stress normal to the
middle surface is neglectedto conform to the shell theory. However, the
normal to the middle surfacedoes not remainnormal after deformation.
L
This permits the element to experiencetransverseshear deformations
necessary for thick-shellapplications.
A temperature-dependentpropertycan be accuratelydeterminedusing
element nodal temperatures. The element loads consist of thermal loading,
distributedor uniform pressure loadingon element faces, and body forces
consistingof centrifugaland gravitationalloads. A rotated local
Cartesian coordinatesystemmay also be defined at each node of the
F°' element This feature is useful in constrainingthe rotationaldegree ofI
I
freedom about the shell normal.
i Consider a 3-D, isoparametric,solid elementwhere linearedges
connect higher order faces containingan equalnumber of nodes. Figure 19
_ shows a 16-noded, 3-D, isoparametric,solid elementwhere[
eight-nodedparabolic faces are connectedby linear edges. The externali
faces of these elements are curved, but the sectionsacross the thickness
are generated by straight lines. For such elements,the pair of Nodes
; it and ib with given Ca_esian coordinatescompletelydescribethe
i element geometry. In 3-D curved shells, this geometry is representedby a
middle surface containingthe elementnodes and the normal to these nodes,
i such that V3i is a unit normal at Node i, and ti representsthe
I







Thus. for the 3-D curved-shell-element geometry, we can write:
I
y = t Ni({.,) y£ . r N.((.,)
z i=l zi i-l x tiV3i
wherethe interpolationshapefunctionfor quadraticelementis:
+ no - 1) -]Corner nodes Ni (z.n) - 1/4(1 + Co) (I + no) (co )
Midside Nodes
_i = 0,"L ((,.)= 1/2 (l-€2)(I. no) }
n£• 0,N£(¢,n)= 112(I.(o)(i- n2)
(o _ {(£, "o_q "i
(
DISPLACEMENT FIELD
For the element shown in Figure 20, t2_epair of nodes it and ib
with giventranslationscompletelydescribeelement-displacementbehavior.
For the 3-D curved-shell element, these are reduced into three )
translations and two rotations at Node i (Figure 22):
i(
wv = i=zi NLC(,.) v_.,.i+ zi=lNi({,.)-_-[Vll- v"21)si






STRESS AND ST._A_NCONSTITUTIVE EQUATION
I Definition of proper stresses and strains consistent with the shelli
theory is necessary for deriving element properties. Consider the shell
surface defined by _ - constant. At a point on this surface, construct
orthogonal Cartesian axes x', y', and z' such that x'y' lie in the tangent
y
I plane and z' is normal to the x'y' plane. The strain components of
interest can be defined in the local system x'y'z'.
{¢,}T= [z.',c7"Cx'y',¢y'z',Zz'x']
The strain Cz' has been neglectedto satisfy shell assumption. The
stresses (c'}are relatedto the strains throughthe elasticity
matrix: [c'} - [c'] {z'- €7} where the elasticitymatrix [c'] is a
5x5 symmetricmatrix.
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
The calculation of element matrices and the load vectors require
evaluation of the integrals over the element volume or the faces of the
element volume. This is accomplished numerically using quadrature.
Reduced integration is used in _ and n directions to improve the bending









Solid Element. /, lj_._ _ _,
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i
Normal to _he Midsurface









Figure 21. Shell Node i with Normal V3i I
Node i _ _ vll







ROTATED LOCA_ COORDINATE S_ST_M
i With the basic five degrees of freedom (Ui, Vi, Wi, Ti, si),
the element does not permit sharp junctions in the structural models. To
avoid such difficulty, the rotations Yi' 8i are transformed into
8xi,8yi, 8zi. However, the element still does not have rotational
l stiffness about the normal to the middle surface. Therefore, this
rotational degree of freedomn should be constrained at the nodes where the
v-
surface is geometrically smooth before solving for the unknown nodal
[ displacements. A local Cartesian coordinate system is established at the
nodes requiring such constraining in such a way that one of the axes is
7 normal to the middle surface of the shell. The element stiffness, mass,
and the load vectors are transformed into this local coordinate system.
i The rotational degree of freedom about the axis normal to the middle




This element has been implemented in a finite element computer
program, and the program debugged, verified, and validated. Three of the
test cases are shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25. These cases are very
severe tests because t_hegeometries investigated are on the lower end of
{ plate theory and thum involve both beam and plate characteristics for
which exact, closed-form solutions do not exist.
) To demonstrate its nonlinear capability, the compact tension specimen
shownin Figure26 was modeled(utilizingthe lineof symmetry)with 30
eight-noded shell elements and 114 nodes. The results of the analysis
47
Jusing the simplifiedconstitutivemodel is shown in Figure27. :t compared
favorably with other nonlinear finite element analyses (CY_I'ZDE, an 1














Figure 23. Example Case i. i
A cantileverplate is subjectedto area pressure-load/line-distributed _
I





Fnodes. The comparison of displacements between beamplate theory and
finite-elementresultsare listedbelow:
Vertical Displacements finch)
r- Loading Conditions Beam Theory
M, P, Q, Plate Finite-Element Result
(in-_b$/in) _) _ (A. B. and C_ _ _
_i i000 0 0 (0.I to 0.091) 0.0979 0.0963 0.0915
0 0 !000 (0.i to 0.091) 0.0953 0.0946 0.0938










Figure 24. Example Case 2.
A square plate with simply supported (SS) boundaryconditionsalong all
edges is subjected to the uniform pressureover the entire plate. The
plate was modeled by 8 elements and 37 nodes. The comparisonof the >
maximum vertical displacementat the center of the plate (LocationA) was
J
made between the finite-elementresult and Roark's published solution.
_q
Finite-ElementAnalysis: _A " 0.003165 inch










E 50 x 106 pzl
0.2
a 2 inch
I b 1 inch
.___ c 0.2 inch
- Q 103 psi
b Figure 25. Example Case 3.
.....
) A parallelogram plate (skew slab) with all edges simply suppo_:ed (SS) is
_ under uniform pressure load all over the entire area. The plate was
f
i modeled by 8 elements and _7 nodes. At the center of the plate (Location
A), the maximum displacement was obtained by finite-element analysis and
from Roark's published formula as shown below:
i Finite Element Analysis: _A " 0.00365 inch
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The basis for this element,as it is for most of the others, is :he i




where u,z ,_ ,T and £ are the displacement-,strain-, stress-,
traction- and body force-ratefields,respectively. The displacement-rate I
field is related to the nodal displacementrates {u} through shape
functions appropriatefor each individualelemen_ by:
u=IN]{_} I(3v)
The shape functions [N] are functionsof the spaKial coordinates,and
are chosen to satisfy admissibilityconditionsfor _ as well as particular
characteristicsfor each element. The strain field is found by _aking _he
J
appropriatecombinationof partial derivativesof u with respect to the
spatial coordinates,and may be written as:
- [N']{_} (as) !t
!





Substituting(37)-(39)into (36) and takingvariationswith respect
i- to {_}yields the element equations:
i [z]{u}-{i_z}.{_1. {_r}.{_1 (4o1
where:
I
[K] -- [N']T [£] [N']dV (41.a)
i
i
1 {@IE} IN']T= _ 4V (41.b)
[....
{_} =!v [N]T_ dV (41.c)
[
i-' and where {F} are the nodal force rates exertedon the element by its
neighbors. Generally,some of the body force field is due _o structural
vibration. This ultimatelyyields a mass matrix given by
,., [MI=_ [_ITpI.]dv (41.e)
55
J
Lwhere P is the mass density of the element. The objective of any of _he 7
element packages is to determine five expressions(41) appropriatefor a
given element, and from geometric,material,and load data, determine
numericalvalues for the entries in the particularvectors and matrices.
The nine-nodedegeneratedshell element formulationis a modification
of the element developedby Chang, et al. (References3 and 4). The
Fig_/resillustratethe geometryof the element. The middle surface of _he }




where(Xo' Yo, Zo) representsa point on the midsurfaceof the shell
. !>
and {Ix],[.v},{z]] is the collectionof node point coordinates,one of the i
given bits of informationin the elementdevelopment. The shape
functions IN]are the bequadraticshape functionsfor the 2x2 square.
Also given at each node point are the shell thicknesses[h}.
The thickness is assumed to be measured locallynormal to the shell
midsurface. We determine the normal direction by first obtainingeO _
and eO, vectors tangent to the midsurfaceat a paz_:icu!arpoint, and
n
taking their cross product. These vectors are foundby: i
56
1
The normalized crass-produc_ is labeled v_, defined in symbols as:
i-+- The nondimensionalized coordinate in this direction is labeled _.
T_us, any point in the shell is represented as:
T "E
An individualelementof the vectorIx - 1/2 3hv3 i], forl[
I instance, is xi + i/2 3hi vi3,1, where xi,hi, and vi3 are
=_ the x, coordinate, thickness, and x-component of the v3 vector at node
I
i, respectively. The z dependence, then, is assumed to be interpolated
+ in the same way as the midsur_ace coordinates, without
using the (_,_) explicit function implied by (44). The three
7
p directional vectors for the mapping (45) are:
+ ra__q {bY3 311 C_61
= ;_'--_ " :'_. ½_La_..I_hv3._' '_' _h'3.
i *2 '
+







The Jaoobianmatrix (J) is formedby:
q(47)
In general, (J) is a functionof (_,n,_ ): however, interest in (J) i
will be at the nodal points i (im!,...,9),where z - 0, and above and _
below the nodal points,where € = l, for a total of 27 points. These I
27 points will be the numericalintegrationpoints for the element.
The (_,n ,_) coordinatesare convenientto describethe geometry.
!n addition, ez is parallelto v_ at the nodal points. Note that
,!
the ez and en are not necessarilyperpendicularto each other, (and
away from the midsurface,probablynot perpendicularto e¢), and thus do _/
,!
not form a local Caz_esian system at any point. However, from a shell
analysis point of view, it is desirableto distinguishbetween in-plane _!
behavior. In order to accomplishthis, the (i, 2, 3) coordinatesystem
is introducedwhere v3 is the unit vector orthogonalto the !
midsurface, andvI and v2 are defined orthogonalto each o_her in _he
plane of the midsurface. The vI vector is definedby normalizingthe {
cross product of v3 and the Cartesianunit vector most perpendicular
to it; then _2 " _3 x vI.
At each node poin_ of the element,there is defined the six degrees L
of freedom (DOF) for that node point. They are the three translations
UX,%_, and Uz and the three rotations8x, 0y, and 8z. Note _a




3) system. Actually, the local translations will be identical to the
global ones, and only the ro_ations will be transformed. As in mos=
_-- shell analysis, the DOF @3 will be suppressed. The transformation at
)
each node point is accomplished through the matrix Ti given as:
r I 0 0 0 0 0
i o I o o o o
ITi] = o o 1 o o o (48)
O" 0 0 vll I vli v i• ,2 I13
o o o v2[1 -2 i _213C" ,2
0 0 0 v3, I v3i,2 v3,3










is 54X54 and there are 54 DOF'S for
The IT] matrix matrix is _he tensortransfO---,_a_'-onma_'rix _I
Anotheruseful
node point i given as:' £ £ 1
• (v i )2 (vliS)z vi,1 vl'z 1
• ' Z,lv2,2
| (v21,1)2 (v2_,2_2 (v2_3_2 v I\ (v3_3)2 v i v3£, " 3 ,% ,2 4!
(v3_132 (v3_ 2)2 i _ £ , _1• i v i i . v2,1 1,2v2, 2 _'_,
v2,2 £ !2vl, 1 v2_l . £ v2_ i . v31. ,1 v3,2 ,1 v2,2
,2 /
2v2_1 v3£,1 2v2_2 v3 i 2v1£,3 3,3
• i 2v31,3 v £ v3 £ vl i . vl £ v31
i £ 2v3_ 2 vl,2 1,3 ,1 ,Z ,% ,2
v3,1 v_, 1 450)
vl,3 vl'l i
£ vlivl, 2 ,3 i i
v2, 3 v2,1£ £
v2. 2 _'2.3
3,3 vl,_i i
v3, 2 v3,3 v i vl _
v i £ vli £ . ,Ii v i . V%,3 ,3"1,% 2,3
vl, 2 2,3 2,2
£ vl£ £ * v2, 3 v1'l
v i v3i . Vt vl,3 ,5 v2,1
t £ v i v_i * vl3v3
£ i . v3,5 3,3 ,l
v3, 2 vl,3 vl,2
6O
/
_ The degrees of freedom are defined at the midsurface of ".heshell.
i
To find the displacement field at any point in the shell, use:
-[_(&,n)][Q]{_local} (51)
I
where here, [N] is the biquadratic repeated over three rows, thus
i making IN] a 3x27 matrix, and [Q] is 27x54 made up of nine 3x6
submatrices [Qi] arranged along its diagonal, each [Q£]being:
(52)
mamm
z o o ! ,i 1 ,_. y
" zr'h z,1 _'_;h z,z
I v £ I v i 0[Q£]--0 z 0 "__hi2,2__h£Z,2
_ 0 0 I I v£ I v £ 0
Note that u is defined in terms of the global directions and the
I zero sixth column of [q£] indicates the independence of u on e3.
Furthermore, [qi] clearly represents the usual shell assumption of
F_ linear variation of the displacement field through the thickness.
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JStrains are calculated in Cartesian coordinates first. The re!a_icn
between the differential operators _n (x, y, z) and (£, n ,_ ) are:
(53) ]




Denoting as [F'] a 9x3 matrix with 3 [f'] arranged on the "main
diagonal," and [D], a 6x9 Boolean matrix denoting a linear combination I
J
of partial derivatives of _, the strain displacement relation is written
as: l
C--[d] ([F'][N] [q])[TI u global (54) "_
where use has been made of (49). The combination of matrices on the
right-hand side of (54) is denoted as [_global].
The strainrelativeto (x,y, z) is generallynot interestingfrom a
physical point of view. It is desirable to obtain the strain in the
(1,2, 3) systemwhereit physicallyhas greatermeaning. Thus,using
(50),
[_Local]._[_1 [3Slobalij _j ] (55) (
where the i subscript refers to the ith nodal point, and the j
subscript refers to the jth surface (middle, upper, or lower)• !
-n
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F The constitutive law (39) must be modified to take in=o accoun_ ".he
mechanics of materials assumption that _33 = 0. With [-']and supplied
! in the (1, 2, 3) system for _he 27 integration points, a partiti--ionof
(39) is made as follows:
Oc €3 (56)
l
IK3¢ _ #'33 t330
!,
where _c are the five non-zero stress-value fields, _c the
corresponding five strain fields, and the dimensions of Ecc, Ec3,
! E3c, E33, tc, and _33, are 5x5, 5xl, lxS, 5xl, lxl, 5xl, and
i lxl, respectively. Solving the lower partition of €33 and using it in
the upper partition yields the modified relation:











Furthermore, it is convenient to define [ ij¢ "] as
_ local.
[_ij J,with the row correspoP.dingto _33 deleted; %hen:
_-7
local [_cC] local[aijc I= [ ijc] (sg)
' t
..!ocal
l°c=ll can b.edefined as [_ij¢ ]The matrix [_£j .
augmented by a row of zeros corresponding to _33 = 0. Finally, the
stress in global coordinates is expressed as:
}
• = \_ iJ J " _13 " (60)
Element matrix and vector calculations are now ready to begin. For
instance for the stiffness matrix, the integrand [kij] at the
(i.j)th integration point is:
[_ loc=ll [a.toc=l ] (61)[k£j]= --ijc - _jc
1
t
The volume integration will be taken numerically by approximating
the integrand in (41.a) by evaluation of the integrand at the 27
integration points and then interpolating these using the triquadratic
shape functions in (_. ,.€ ). The shape functions are integrated i
exactly over the nondimensionalized cube:
If ai3" -=S_I :1 :I[Nij (_'q_)]' d_ dq d_ (62)
64




, [K]= z a_j [gij]det{_ij]
F
t
The vector {_I£}is calculatedin a similarmanner; defining
i
{#ii} = [3£jcl°¢al]T"_cl°cal (64)
then:
.... { 9 I _ } = Z _ , j = _ j { 9 _ j } a • t [ J i _ ] ( 6 s )
The mass matrix calculatedthis way yieldswhat appears to be a
lumped-typedmass matrix.
In general, the value of the body force field is either given or can
I be calculatedat everyintegrationpoint. Let {_J}'bethe body force
i load at the (i,j)th integrationpoint. If {F_}is defined as 6xl
subvector correspondingto the ith node's contribution {_B],
- = z%.j[Tilt T a,t
.; (66)
The particularbody force loads of interestare due to the weight,
linear acceleration,and centrifugalacceleration. For the weight load,







where g is the acceleration of gravity. For linear acceleration, _he _r
three components of acceleration are needed; thus;
z
For centrifugal loading, the three components of the angular









_- The traction loading for this element is generally divided into two
i types: pressure loading on the Upper or lower surfaces and line loading
_ along the element edges. Pressure loading performs normal to the
surface (in the v3 direction). The (x, y, z) components of the






pi = pi 3,2
3,3













For an edge load, it is first assumed that the load is applied along
the line _= 0. For any edge, let the s direction be direc:ed along an
edge and let the n direction be normal to it If the edge load at node
Ej (where the three nodal points on the edge are labeled E1, E2,
E3), is given in terms of Cartesian components as Wej, then the 6xl I
equivalent subload vector {_j} is given as:
p SO"
I
Note that s corresponds to g or n depending on the edge. Sometimes,
an edge load will be given in terms of normal and shear components. For
shear loading in the s direction:
i
WZl:w ,o-,o
For shear loading in the normal (_) direction:
For normal loading: I
: _ 93)1 leso Ij (eo x x V31 (77) 1
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[ Other loads can be modeled as necessary in similar fashion. _
hould be noted that "thermal loading" is incorporated into the
• 1
_ constitutive law by the _ term. In fact, _ may be portioned into sum of
i
terms. Each of these are then manipulated in an identical fashion.
i
i
2.2.320-NODED !SOPARAMETRIC SOLID ELEMENTS
i The isoparametric solid elements permit the modeling of any general
three-dimensional (3-D) object, since the elements represent a
discretization of the object into finite elements which are 3-D
continuous representations. The basic term "isoparametric" means that
the elements utilize the same interpolating functions (also called
_ "shape functions") to interpolate geometry, displacements, strains, and
temperatures. It is, therefore, important that the user be aware that
r not any displacement, geometry, and temperature field to be analyzed is
i
necessarily compatible with a given element mesh. This is particularly
F truewhere high temperature or strain gradients occur. The followingJ
sections discuss the basic element formulation assumptions and define
_ the node numbering order and face definitions for pressure load input.
Shape functions are used to describe the variation of some function





G(x,y,z) = the-valueof the function (suchas
I
displacement,temperature)at any
point with coordinates (x,y,z)within
J
an element
Gi(xi,zi = the value of the function at node
point i
Hi - the element "shape function" I
n - the number of nodes describing
intraelementvariation.
In order to ensure nonotcnicconvergenceto the correct results, i
shape functionsmust satisfy several requirements. Satisfactionof JJ
these requirementsresults in convergencefrom an upper bound. These
displacementfunctionrequirementsare:
• They must includeall possible rigid body displacements
• They must be able to representconstant strain states
• They must be differentiablewithin elementsand compatible
between adjacent elements. I
i....
While the above conditions prove valuable for establishing upper
bounds for solutions, they are not essential. Incompatible displacemen_
modes are widely and successfully used. Their principal disadvantage is
!
that stiffness may no longer be bounded from above.
Curvilinear coordinates are introduced into the isoparametric
concept to overcome the difficulty of formulating shape functions in
global Cartesian co.ordinates. Also, generality in element geometry
definition is obtained by this process.
A local curvilinear coordinate system (€,,,G) which ranges from -1
to 1 within each element is introduced in which shape functions are
formulated. Also, a mapping from curvilinear to global coordinates is
defined. A typical two dimensional element is shown in Figure 28.
The same polynomial terms used in the Cartesian coordinates are used
but with the curvilinear coordinates [,,,Greplacing x, y, and z to
generate shape functions. The €,. and _ coordinates are the same for
all global element configurations.
Structural finite element equilibrium equations:
[M1(31) * [C](ai} * [X](ul} = {FB) * (rS) * {rZ} * (TO} " (rNL} (79)
J
[.q] - /vP[lllT[llldv "Coasisteu_" mass =acr£,














[_] " /v[I]T[D][B]dv Stiffness macriz
_ {FS} " /v[H]T{_S}dv Body forces
{Fs} - /S[US] T (_S}dS Surface €=accioum
{_} • ;v[Slt[D](cT}dv Zuicial scrsiu
- vhere
{ui}T " [u I v1 v1 u2 v2 v2 .... ]
{u}T " [u vvl
- {u} - [Ul{ui}
{€} " [3]{ui}
{a} " [D]{€ e} " [D_{cTOT}-{cTHZLq}-(Ch-L})
[-
] {fs} T " [_Oz tsy eSz]
_-- {fsJT e [eSz esv _ss]!
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This element has been formulated with variable temperature general
orthotropic material properties. During numerical integration for
stiffness and equivalent nodal forces due to thermals, plasticity, and
creep, the material properties at each integration point are evaluated
at the temperature of that integration point. A Gauss integration
scheme is used, and the user may choose an integration order of 2, 3, cr
4 points in each direction (_, n, _ ). I
The 20-noded solid has three displacement degrees of freedom on each
of the 20 nodes for a total of 60 element degrees of freedom. Since
this element utilizes a higher order displacement (and thus higher order
strain) function, it can be used.to model larger regions with fewer I
i
elements. The displacement functions yield a displacement distribution
which is parabolic on an edge (three nodal points per edge).
The node numbering sequence for this element is shown in Figure
29. The user may define the location of Nodes N1 and N9 )
as desired, thus establishing the element pressure coordinate system and










it The interpolating functions can be defined starting with the basic
corner noded shape functions:
F
' GI • (i. _)(L. .)(I. €)18 G9 = (l. _)(L_ n)(L- €)18
C = (l- €)(i. .)(i. €)18 GLI• (i- ()(L. ,)(L- _)/8
_5" (I- ()(I- .)(I. _)I$ G13• (I- €)(I- .)(I- _)18
G7• (L. ()(i- .)(I. _)18 G15- (I. _)(I- .)(I- €)18
]
The midside node shape functions are:
["i H2 = (l- €2)(I. .) (I. €)14
• (L- €) (l- .z)(I. €)l_
_ a6 - (I- (2)(i- .) (I. €)l_
_8 - (L. _) (I- n2)(i. _)14
ILO- (L- _z)(I. .) (I- _)14
i- UL2- (I- €) (I- .2)(I- _)I_
_14" (i- €2)(i- .) cl- €)I_
[- _16" (!. €) (I- .2)(L- _)I_
L H17- (I. () (I. .) (I- _2)I_
HI0 - (1- €) (l . .) (I- €2)I_
! HL9• (| " €) (I- .) (I - _2)/4











The modified corner node shape functions are:
H£ " G1 " (_2 * H8 _ H17)/2
H3 "G3 " (_2 "_ * _18)/2
H5 "G5 " (4 "H6 • H19)/2
I H7 " G7 " (H6 * H8 . H20)/2
H9 - GO - (H10 * H16 * H17)/2
Hll • GL1- (HIO * HI2 * H18)/2
,' HL] " Gl3 " (HI2 * _i_ * H19)/2
<'. H15 - G17 - (HI4 * HI6 + H20)/2
r_
This element requires no incompatible modes to simulate bending
ii properly, since the displacement functions are complete quadratics.
..... Thus the displacements (and strains and temperatures) are computed as:
!, 20
u • Z HiUi
J
20
_ v - Z HiVi
_r i-I
i v " _ EiWi
i-I
Given the coordinate system (g,n,q) as previously established, wei i
can also now define the face numbering conventions and order of nodes on
a face. These definitions are needed to established conventions for




Idisplayingsurface stresses on the faces. These conventionsare -_
summarizedbelow.
Face No. Locac£on Nodes and Node Order on Face
/--'l
I _ - .i NI N8 N7 N20 N_5 NI6 N9 NI7 fJ
2 . - .i N1 N17 N9 NI0 Nil NI8 N3 N2
3 _ - .I NI _2 N3 _ _ M6 N7 N8 _
4 € " -i NI3 N19 N5 N4 N3 N18 NiL NI2
5 . - -I NI3 N14 NI5 M20 N7 N6 N5 NI9 _i
i6 € - -1 N13 NZ2 Nil NZ0 N9 NI6 N15 N14
This element has been formulatedwith variable temperatureand !
general orthotropicmaterial properties. During numerical integration .......
fifor stiffness and equivalentnodal forcesdue to thermals,plasticity,
and creep, thematerial proper_:iesat each integrationpoint are -_
F
evaluatedat the temperatureof that integrationpoint. A Gauss
integrationscheme is used, and the user may choose an integrationorder
of 2, 3, or 4 points in each direction (€,,,€).
2.3 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A separate computerprogram has been developed for each combination
r
of constitutivemodel-formulationmodel. Each program provides a
functional,standalonecapabilityfor performingcyclic nonlinear
structuralanalysis. In addition,the analysiscapabilities i
incorporatedinto each program can be abstractedin subroutineform for /




programs will provide the structuralanalystwith a matrix of
capabilitiesinvolvingthe constitutivemodel-formulationmodels from
_ which he will be able to selectthe combinationthat satisfieshisJ
particularneeds.
F
i The total amount of softwaredeveloped for this contract is large.i
It will be presented in separatemanuals as required. To illustratethe
r-
i program architecture,Appendix B is a Fortransource listing for a main(
calling program. Appendix C containsa listingof the input for the
v
]_ various programs. Appendix D containsthe listingsof the DATA DECK
GENERATORSprograms. These programs can be used to interactively
generate the input for the structuralcodes.J
i" 2.3.1 PROGRAMARCHITECTURE
- The program architectureemploys state-of-the-arttechniquesto
maximize efficiency,utility, and portability. Among these featuresare
V_ the following:
< (i) User Friendly I/0
i _ • Free format data input
• Global, local coordinatesystem, (Cartesian,Cylindrical,
i Spherical)
• Automatic generationof nodal and elementalattributes
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L(ii) ProgrammingEfficiency -i




• Blocked column skylineecD/ationsolver
(iii) Accurate and EconomicalSolutionTechniques i
• Right-handside pseudoforcetechnique
• Acceleratorsfor the iterationscheme
• Convergencecriteriabased on both the local plastic strain
and the global displacements. _ [
Figure 30 is a generic flow chart for these programs.
2.3•2 LINEAR VARIATIONOF DOADS
The ability to model piecewise linear load histories was also I
included in the finite element code. This capabilityis particularly _t
useful when modeling stress strain tests or fatigueloops, and also for !
certain analysis applications. Since the inelasticstrain rate could be "_
l
expected to change dramaticallyduring a linear load history, it is i
importantto include a dynamic time-incrementingprocedure. The term _ !L
"load case" is used to denote a time period for which the initial and
boundary conditionsare defined and vary linearlybetween the end i i[
points.
!n order to incorporatelinear load historiesinto this scheme, the
total displacement vector is decomposed into elastic and inelastic
componentsas: Ii
{dT]={dz]. {dl} (,so) !
8O
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Figure 30. Generic Flow Chart.
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i¸The vector {dE} is the displacementdue to applied thermomechanical -_
for=es, and {dI} is the displacementdue to the inelasticpseudofcrzes.
)
These displacementtvectors canbe calculatedusing:
}




{dI} = [K]. 1 {ri} " (82) ,
The elastic displacementare obtainedfor the initial and final
the_omechanical loads in the load case. The elastic displacementsat
any time in the load case are given by:
dE}o "_The vectors { and {dE}f are the elasticdisplacementsdue to
the initial and final applied the_omechanical forces. The current time
in the load case is t, and to and tf are _5e initialand final times _I
;
in the load case.
The displacementsdue to _he inelasticstrains at any time during




!,'- The vector [dl}o is the vector of displacemenusdue to inelastic
strains at the beginning of the load case, and [_dI} is a displacemen_
incrementdue to the inelasticstrains duringa time step.
[ The increment in displacements [_I} due to the change in inelastic
• (=I}i_ strains during a time step is computedusing:
/ I_i} = [K].Il_ii} (851
is The inelasticpseudoforoeincrement {_I} is calculatedfrom:
• where {_zI} is the change in inelasticstrain during the time
increment.
r= At the beginning of a load case, the initialand final elastici
displacementsare computedusing equation (81) , and the displacements
due to prior inelasticstrainsare computedusin_ equation (82). The[
total strains at the beginningof the load case are recovered for each










Using the current values of the state variables and the stress state _
variable evolution rates. Before entering the time loop, an initial
time increment is computed and the inelastic strain increments are
estimated using a _orward Euler integration formula. From the estimated
inelastic strain increments, an initial estimate is made for the
inelastic pseudoforce increment using Equation (86).
The usual technique employed with the initial strain method is to
assume that the incremental inelastic force {_21},the corresponding
displacements {_4I},and the inelastic strain increments {azl], are {
all zero on the first iteration of a time step. The stability of the
method can be improved considerably when a forward Euler integration of )
• {=z}the inelastic strain rates is used to make an estimate of ,
{_} and {_I} on the first iteration. This method results in an _'
initial estimate which is much closer to the solution. In sample cases, -_
the overall number of iterations was reduced by more than one half.
The procedure during a time increment is to estimate the solution on i
the first iteration using a forward Euler scheme as outlined above.
Then displacements, strains, stresses inelastic strain rates and state
' ' i
variable evolution rates are computed at the end of the time
increment. The inelastic strains and state variables are integrated
over the time increment and an improved inelastic force is computed.
The procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved at the end of i5





!i 2.3.3DYNAMIC TIME _NCREMENT_NG
Zn a computercode that allows a linearvariation of loads, a
dynamic time incrementingscheme is very desirablesince large
excursionsin stress and inelasticstrainrate are to be expected. The
procedureused to compute the time incrementsrequires a certain amount
of initial experimentationto determineappropriatetime step control
parameters. However, once this has been done, the procedureworks quite
well and is a tremendousimprovementin economyover a constanttimeL
increment.
! Three separatetime step controlcriteria are used. These are the
maximum stress increment,maximum inelasticstrain increment,and
1 maximum rate of change of the inelasticstrainrate. The minimum time
ff step calculatedfrom the three criteria is the value actuallyused.
Since the calculationsare based on values readily availablefrom the
i-( previous time step, little computationaleffort is required.
T 2.3.4 STRESS INCREMENTCRITEriON
A maximum stress incrementcriterion is used to control the time
! incrementduring primarily elastic excursions. This criterionis
necessary to prevent overshootof the point where significantinelastic




Begin Load Case, Compute Initial At and
{_I}o and Zo for Every Element
_I Begin Time Loop _
_I Begin Iteration Loop 1
{dT}i = {d_}i + {dl}i_l + {Adl}; {Ad I} = [K] -I {AF I}
_I Begin Loop Over Elements I
{_T}i = [B] {dT}i ; {_E}i = {_T}i - {_I} i - {teAT}i
{_}i = [E] {_E} i
[
1 Constitutive Equation Iteration, Compute IZi, AZ, {_l}i, {A_I}
No _ _
I Update {_I}, Z, etc.; ComputeNew At
No _
Figure 31. Flow Chart of Finite Element Solution Procedure.
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JwhereAtR_1 is the previoustime increment,(_Ck.1)max is the/
maximum change in effect stress for all integrationpoints during the
previous time increment,and _INC is the maximum desired stress
i increment. The value for _INC is program input and will va_
i_ somewhat,depending on materialconstants. Typical values are about 15
MPa.
J
2.3.5 _NE_ST_C STRAIN IN_E_ CRITERION
The inelasticstrain incrementcriterioncontrolsthe time step when
the stress and inelasticstrain rates are not changingsignificantly.
This is given by:
_k = _tk-1 !NC
_: =z (89)K- _ max
The maximum change in effectiveinelasticstrain for all integration
i_ points during the previous time incrementis (_Ik.l max)"
_zI is the maximum desired inelasticstrain increment. The value
.... INC
for aZIINC is program input, and typical valus are about 0.000100.
! 2.3.6 RATE OF CHANGE OF THE INELASTICSTRAIN RATE CRITERION
_ The gl criterion controlsthe time incrementwhen the inelasticstrain
J






curve. The quantity£I is a measure of how close the initial
forwardEuler estimationis to the final convergedsolution. The
backward differenceformula: _
i
I. (.I .I )i - i_i-I" zi'2 /AUk'1 (90)
is used to estimate £Ii. The maximum value of _I for all i








The parameter e is the maximum desired percent error by which the
initial forwardEuler estimationis in error. The value for e is
program input and typical values are about 0.01. Equation (91) is
derived simply from taking the differencebetween a Euler integration _
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200120C EQUATION SOLVER BY PACKED SKYLINE,COLUMN SOLUTION SCHEME i



























200400 9510 FORMAT(/' NDIM ='.I4/'IANALY=',I4/' IPLANE='.I4/' INCOMI=',I4/
200410& TREF =',F10.3/' ISOTHE=',I4/' ITHERM=',I4/
200420& NMAT = 14/' NM7 =',I4/' NMTCRP=',I4/'NORTHO=',I4/
200430& NSKEW = I4/' NCONST=',I4// "-_
200440& KFIXTY= 14/' KPDIS ='.I4// KSKWBC=',I4/' KNTHK =',I4/ |
200450& KLDCAL = 14/' KPRCNT=',I4//' MIDXYZ=',I4/ I
200460& KXYZCD= I4/' KGAUSP=',I4/
200470& WI = F10.3/' W2 =',F10.3/' W3 =',F10.3/
200480& GI = FIO.3/' G2 =',F10.3/' G3 =',F10.3/ "-_
200490& XBARAX= F10.3/' XBARAY='.FIO.3/' XBARA2=',FIO.3/)
200500 9520 FORMATI/' NELTYP=',I4/' MAXEL =',I4/' NUMEL=',I4/
200510& ' MNODE = ,14/' MIDOFN=',I4/' MSTRAN=',I4/
200520& ' MAXNOD = I4/' MNUMNP=',I4/' NUMNPS=',I4/' MAXEQ =',I8/) ,-_
200530C ]
200540 9530 FORMAT(/' KFIXTY=',I4/' NPDIS ='.I4/' NSKWBC=',I4/
200550& ' KNTHK =',I4/' NLOCAL=',I4/' NPRCNT=',I4/)
200560C





200620C SEQUENCIAL FILES IDVSTF AND NSTF
200630C 1DVSTF AND NSTF ARE FILE UNITS FOR OVER-ALL STIFFNESS
200640C BEFORE AND AFTER BOUNDARY CONDITION MODIFICATION
200650C
200660C RANDOM-ACCESS FILE NRED
200670C ]
200680C NRED IS FILE LOGIC UNIT FOR DECOMPOSED STIFFNESS MATRIX J
200690C
200700 CALL CREATE(IFILE ,5000,O,IER)
200701 CALL CREATE(23,100,O,ISER)
200710 CALL CREATE(IOVSTF,5OOO,O,IER) E
200720 CALL CREATE(NSTF ,5000,O,IER) J
200730 CALL CREATE(NRED ,5000,1,IER)
200740 CALL CREATE(IFCDNN,5OOO, I,IER) q|




] TITLE= DATE =03/13/85 TIME = 13.03 PAGE = 3
200750 CALL CREATE(IFLK ,5000,1,IER)
200760 CALL CREATE(IFSTIF,5OOO, I,IER)
200770 CALL CREATE(IFEF ,5000, I,IER)
: 200780C

















200924 GO TO 2
200925 1 CONTINUE
! 200926 REWIND IFILE
20092? READ(IFILE,9200) dOBID
_ - 200928 LINEBS=O




























i 201110 NMT =A(LINEBS+9)
i 201120 NPS =A(LINEBS+IO
201130 NMTCRP=A(LINEBS+11
201140 NORTHD=A(LINEBS+12






















201320 G2 =A(LINEBS.28) i
201330 G3 =A(LINEBS+29) E
201340 XBARA (1)=A(LINEBS+30)
201350 XBARA (2)=A(LINEBS.31)




































201730 CALL RANSIZ(IFCDNN MNODE,1)
' L
201740 CALL RANSIZ(IFLK ,MIDOFE.1)
201750 CALL RANSIZ(IFEF .MIDOFE,1) i




201800 IF(NCONST.EO.O .DR. KFCONS.LE.O) GO TO 10
201810 CALL CREATE(IFNCON,5OOO, I,IER)
201820 CALL CREATE(IFFCDN,5OOO, I,IER) _-!
201830 CALL CREATE(IFECON,5OOO, I,IER)
201840C J
201850 CALL RANSIZ(IFNCDN,LCONLK, 1)
201860 CALL RANSIZ(IFFCON,LCONLK,I) ,-_
201870 CALL RANSIZ(IFECDN,LCONES,1) r
201880C
201890 GO TO 15
201900 10 CONTINUE
-- /MHCH/MSSEP -- MAINPG PAGE = 4 )
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-- 202200 PRINT 9540,NBLOCK,NEQ,NEOBND,NTOTP1
202210C
202220 IF(IANALY.EO.1) GO TO 60
202230C
202240 CALL CREATE(IFSS ,5000,1,IER)
202250 CALL RANSIZ(IFSS ,LRSS3D,1)
202260C
! 202270C INITIALIZATION FOR IN-ELASTIC IFSS DATA
202280C
202281 TOTCRT=O.
i 202290 DO 40 I=I,LRSS3D
! 202300A(I)=O.O202310 40 CDNTINUE
202311 A(112)=TREF
_- 202320c202330 IPRECD=O
202340 DO 50 IEL=I,NUMEL










202450C INITIALIZE TOTAL MECHANICAL LOADS AT TIME (T)
r-- 202460C TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS AT TIME (T)t
202470C INCREMENTAL LOAD FOR THE CURRENT INCREMENT TIME
202480C






202550C INITIALIZE NODAL TEMPERATURES AND TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
-- /MHCH/MSSEP -- MAINPG PAGE= 5
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TITLE S DATE =03/13/85 TIME = 13.03 PAGE= 6 L
202560C
202570 IPOUTB=IPOUTN-I




202620 IF(KNTHK.EQ.O) GO TO 150
202630 A(IPD,TIB+I)=O.O
202640 A(IPDT2B+I)=O 0 !
202650 150 CONTINUE
202660C
202670C INITIALIZE ELEMENT MATERIAL #
202680C [
202690 DO 160 I=I,NUMEL
202700 IEL=I
202710 CALL FLAG(2,1,IDMATN. I,IA(IPFLGB+IEL))
202720 160 CONTINUE
202730C
202740C TO INITIALIZE ELEMENT STIFFNESS RE-COMPUTATION CODE






202810 DO 170 JEL=I,NUMEL "-_
202820 IEL=JEL I








202901 PRINT,"LOAD CASE",LCASE [




202950C TO INPUT LOAD PARAMETERS AND LOADS i
202960C
202970 CALL LOADS (IA(IPFLAG).IA(IPICON).IA(IPJCON).IA(IPEINT).IA(IPNINT).
202980& A(IPDOFB).A(IPLM ).A(!PFMI ),A(IPTNI ),A(IPDTNI).
202990& A(IPFM2 ),A(IPTN2 ),A(IPDTN2),TOTCRT.DELT,IER)
203000C
203001 PRINT,"DONE OF LOADS"










203100C CURRENT TOTAL MECHANICAL LOADS ,_
203110C






203180 ]F(NTEMCH.EO.O) GO TO 400
203190C




TITLE= DATE =03/13/85 TIME = 13.03 PAGE= 7
203200C CURRENT NODAL TEMPERATURES AND THE GRADIENTS
20321OC
; 203220 DO 370 I=I,NUMNPS
203230 A(IPTNB+I)=A(IPTN1B+I)+A(IPTN2B+I)













i 203370 400 CONTINUE
203380C
203390 IF(ISTIFF.EQ.O) GO TO 500
203400C
203410 CALL ELSTIF(A(IPFLAG))
203420C PRINT,'DONE OF ELSTIF'
203430C
203440C TO ASSEMBLE OVER-ALL STIFFNESS AND DETERMINE MAX. DIAGONAL VALUE{--
. 203450C
! 20346OC
! 20347OC CALL ADDSTF(NEOBND,A(IPFLAG),LK,ES,MAXMIN.MAXA,NCOLBV.AARRAY)
203480 CALL ADDSTF(NEOBND,A(IPFLAG),A(IPDOFE),A(IPSTIF),A(IPMXMN),A(IPMAXA),
1-- 203490& A(IPCLBV),A(IPMATA))
i 203500C PRINT,'DONE OF ADDSTF'
i 20351OC
203520C TO MODIFY OVER-ALL STIFFNESS DUE TO SPECIFIE DISP. B.C.
203530C
!- 203540C CALL MODSTF(NEQBND MAXA,NEODIS,NCOLBV AARRAY)
203550 CALL MODSTF(NEOBND,A(IPMATA))
203560C PRINT,'DONE OF MODSTF'
203570C








203660C TO COMPUTE INCREMENTAL PSEUDO THERMD-MECHANICAL LOADS
203670C




203720C PRINT.'INCREMENTAL ELASTIC THERMO-MECHANICAL LOADS'
203730C PRINT,(A(I),I=IPDFO,(IPDFO+NEOMI))
! 203740C
203750 IF(IANALY.NE.1) GO TO 600
203760C
_- 203770C ELASTIC ANALYSIS
! 203780C
203790 CALL ELASTY






3- 203860 CALL PLASTY(MSTRAN,NDIM,NPS.NMT,IA(IPICON),IA(IPJCON),












203940 CALL UPDATE "q
2o39soc I203960 IF(KDISP .LT.O .AND. KSTRES.LT.O) GO TO 850
203970 CALL OUTPUT(INC,LODINC)
203980C --_










204090C INITIALIZATIONS FOR THE NEXT LOAD CASE i204t00C
204110 ISTIFF=O





204170 GO TO 200 _'_











) LISTINGOF _NPUT DATA
Followingis a detaileddescriptionof the input for the 8
noded shell programs and 20 noded brick programs. Input for the 9









,:::: ................... .............. ; ................................. J
"33_: S_BR3_T:NE MA_NP,3
':43C
'CS_C NOTE "_E =0LW0WING INPUTS ARE ALL ON ONE LINE FOLLOWING TmE ?!T.E i
_36CC 5
'C?OC :ANAL, analys_s flag
'O80C _t.O _eao aoo_tlonal l_ne COntaining _estart _n_o
_09CC =1 ( _n aosolute value) elastic _-m
_ICOC =2 ( in aosolute value) =last_c
'l_OC =3 (_n aosolute value) creed
_;CC =23 ( In a_solute value) _eec ano _last_c_t_ como_eo
''3CC TRE = re.erence temperature
"'4C_ I$CT_£: _sotnermal element _lag "_
'_OC =0 _sctnermaI
11GCC ._e.O shape functions useo to _nterpolate _tl_t. temperatures I
1170C _THERM: t_ermal 1pap flag
1180C =0 no thermal loaOs
_190C .ne.0 thermal )PaPs calculate_ _-_
1200C NMAT: numDer Of materials
1210C NMT: numOer Of temperatures for mater_al DroDerty soec_f_:at_on
12_0C NPS: numDer Of DOlntS useO to specify Stress-strain curves
1:3OC NMTCRP: numoer of temperatures where cree_ coeee_o_en_s soec_f_ea
1240C NORTH0: ortnotro¢_C mater_al flag
12_CC =0 +sotro_c mater_a_ I
_6CC .me C ortmotroD_c m_ter_al |mat'_ _ro_s. in 3 o_"e:t_ens -ec ;)
127CC PrOgram stores mumoer of o:_feremt ortno mat Is _,_N0_O
_;BCC NSKEw: s_eweo coor_mate s,stems _lag
,_Q_r,,__ =_. nO skeweo CoOrOlmate Systems I
'30OC ne 0 s_eweo COOrO_nate systems .
'3_C Program stores mumoer of skeweO cOOrO. Systems _ NSKEw.
_320C M_$SCD' mass me_r_x f_ag
1330C =0 no mass matrix calculatea "-I
_340C -I lumOeO mass mat-_× calculateo
,350C =2 consistent mass matrix c'alculateo J
13_0C IKFIX_I_T f_xeO mooe flag
'3_0C =C nO _xeo mopes
,383C .me.O t_ere ere some e_xeo mopes
'39CC System o. eons _s _eou¢eo O_ mumDer o • _xe¢ _3_ i
"4OCC KP0_S _PeSCr_OeO moaal _sDlaoemem_ flag
_4_0C KSKWBC: skeweO _ounoary €ono_t_om _lag
"_20C =0 no sKewea BC _'_1430C .ne.O sxeweO BC's
_440C KLOCAL: local coorO_nate system flag , i
1450C =C nO Io¢ai COOPO. systems
_460C ,me,O t_ere are local coorO, systems (5 max;
1470C KPRCNT: mooal percentage OlStP_DUtlOm flag
1480C "0 _0 plrCl_tlge _Istr1_utJo_S {
_4_0C ._e,O t_lPl are percentage OlStrl_UtlO_s of _O_eS (5 sets m_x)
• 50OC MIDXYZ: flag tO _lneratl element miO s10l mopes
!510C lO no mid sloe moOe generation
_520C .me.O mt_ s_oe mOOe generation "-_
!_30C KXYZCD: momstanoaPO coordinate _mout flag
_540C =0 stenaaro coorOinates useo
!550c .ne.O nonstanaara coorO_mate oraer is useO
_560C Stanaara is (X.Y.Z) for cartesian _-_
1570C (R.THETA,Z) for cylimOrioal I
1580C (P.THETA.PHI) for spherical {
1590C KGAUSP: gauss imtegrat_on orOer ?lag
1600C =0 first oraer _ntegrat_on
1610C me.O secomO oroer _mtegratlOn _-_
16_0C W1.W2,W3: unit vector oef_m_mg ax_S of rotation _m g!ooal System I
1630C GI.G2.G3: unit vector Oefin_mg gravity Oirect_on _n g_oDal system , i
1640C XBARAX.XBAR&Y.XBAR_Z: location of origin of rotatlonal oooPO.
1650C system _n glooe_ system
1660C KE_GTD: e_gemvalueie_ge_vectoe comDutation flag _'_
-- /MHCH/NASAHA -- MAINPG P_GE" 1
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iTITLE- INPUT FOR M$58 wITH M-A PLAST DATE =I_'!5,'B5 "IME = _6 '8 _¢GE: 2
F _7_C =C an_.MASSC_ me t ca}culate e_ge_va_ue,e,ge_,.,ect_ _
169_: =! ano M_SSC_e C ca!culate e,genvaiue e,genvect=r




F _760C NOUT: OUtDut (for later _estartl f_le creation flag
I I_70C =0 me outDu_ _le c_eazea
: '"80C =I OutDut f_le for -estart crea_eo
_'90C LAS_AS loao :ase on -estarz f_le =-om _n:=_ solut_c_ crcceecs










.... 1900C IELn: element numbers
1910C I_ element e_teeeo as negative, all elememts =-om previous
_92_C ente_eC element to _me megat_ve element are ,mciuaea
_930:
'940C ....................................................................
+- '950C Sw_ROUTINE NDO0_2
, 1960C
_t I_0C :DO_N.NODE_,NODE2.NO_E3. ..
_9BOC 3
1990C










I 2110 IEL: begriming element _umDer
2120C INOOE: array s_zeo to numoer of moOes per element an_ _s
2130C connectivity of elemen_ +n terms of g)oDa] moor numbers
_ " 2140C IEENOl: eno_ng element hummer @Or generatlon set I
: 2_50C IEINCI: _ncPement _n element number for gemerat_om set I
2160C ININCI: In_rement in moor numDems for generation set I
2170C IEENO2: enoir_ element mumoer _or geneeatiom set 2
21BOC IEINC2: Incrememt in element numoer for generat_0n set 2
[ 2190C ININC_: incPememt _m moor numbers _or generation se_ 2
2200C







_- 22BOC XYZO: array 3 Dy number o_ local coora_mate systems anO _s
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LT:T..=€ INPUT F0_ MSS8 WIT_ _-4 :LAST. DATE =10 "5 8_ T:ME = 16 '8 :_GE = _ _-_
23_CC
Z35S,: N_-S _moe r c_ _¢oes gene,a_eo .m t_s set
23GGC -ERCNT, arra, NDT$ x mumcer -_ eercen: oI__.....zuT_cm sets arc ,s
Z3"_C _str_mu_oe of _ooes between =oo-_mates _nDu_ De_:., _'_
:se:c I
_39_C ::IKX'_Z::NE OI i
2400C ::DX_Z{ I I,ICDX_Z(Z),:,:DXYZ(3)
2JTOC






2480C NODEN0: meg_nm_ng mode mummer i2490C Xl.X2.x3, ¢oOrm+nates
2500C INCI: mome mummer _ncrement ?or generation set I
2510C INC2: mome mummer _ncmement for generation set 2
25:0C ISYSNO: _O=al coor=_mate System mum_er useO for above coor=_mates




2570C IPCNTI: Demcem_ege m_str_Dut1_m set SoP mome gemerat_on Se_ ' 'i
2580C IPCNT_: _ercemtaoe O_stm:Cut_om set .or node ge_erat_om set 2 i
2_90C
28C0C I=(INC_,NE 3)
:6_3C NgOEN_.' I._2.'3 "-_
2G20C [
2630C NODEN0: emO_ng mode mummer FOr mode generaz_on Set '




2G90C NODEN0. emm,n 9 home mumDe_ _or no_e generaz_om set 2
2"0CC _,_2, <3: emo_ng coordinates _-_
2"_0C












2640C SUBROUTIN_ NODEIN ,--_2850C ]










2960C SPECWT.ISOCOD.TM&T(1.NMAT),TMAT(2,NMAT) ...... TM_TINMT,NMAT)
2970C 0
2980C _-]
2990C SPECWT: sDeclfic we_gmt = mens_ty • g (LB/CUBIC INCH) i
3_C ISOCOO: _sotrop_c ma_er_al come I




TITLE= INPUT FOR M5S8 WITH H-_ PLAST _'E =1C !5;85 T:ME = 'G '8 :_GE= 4
37"C: =0 _scz_O_lc
3C_C: me _ O_mC_-OC,:
3COCO TMAT array number of mat ! temps D, numOeP Of mat :s amc '5
_ 304OC temperatures wmeme materla] m_o_ert,es are sDec'f'e=
3C5OC
3060C :=l I50CZO E0.O) INPUT NMT OF THE F0&LOWING LINES
3070C EI.NUI.ALPHA
3080C
309OC E!: YOung S mooulus (program mu_t101 _es Dy IE6)
[ 31_C NUI: PO_SSOn S ratio
i 31_OC ALPHA thermal coeff_clent (program mul_ol_es Oy IE-6)
3120C
3_30C I=IIS0C0DNEO) _NPuT NMT OF THE _0LLDWING LINES
[ 3140C EI.E:.E3.NU1.NU2.NU3.ALP_A
I 3_50C
i 316OC E_: Youmg's mooulus In t_e n OIrec_1o_ (multID11es Oy IE6)
3170C NUn: DOlSSOm'S rat_o _m tme n o_rect_on
318OC ALPHA: tnerma! Coefficient (mult_p1_esDy IE-6)
3190C
3200C IF(NPS.NE.O) INPUT NMT OF THE FOLLOWING LINESF






3:70C eETA( 1,NMATI.BETA(;.NM_T_ .... _ETA(NMT,NMATI
r 3280C
i 32S0C STS×S_: arra_ 2 Dy NPS O_ NMT D, NM&" SmO _Si
i 33COC stress.stra_m DamPs Oef_n_mg curve at temo NMT
3310C _ET_ array NMT Cy NMAT am_ _S
3320C na_aen_mg coefficient at temDerature NMT
F- 3330C =1 ,sotrOo_c naraem,mg omly
! 334OC =O W_mem_t_C naroen_ng Only
i 335OC (0 ,LE, BETA .LE 1)
33GOC
3370C _F(NMTCRP NEI0) INPUT NMT OF THE FOLLOWING LINES
_ 3380C ?EMP,SNORM.C._,STRCUT
I 3390C
i 340OC TEMD: temDerature at wn_c_ these Drcoert_es amDl>
341OC SNORM: mormal_Z_mg stress for these DroDert_es
F_ 3420C 0: creed Drooerty
3430C R: Creed oroDerty (creed • 0 " (stress) "" R)
3440C STRCUT: Cutoff stressDelow wm_ nO creed occurs
3450C
3460C .................................. I I ! I 1 l _ll I_IIIIl_llllIIl_lItllIlII
r-_ 3470C
3480C IF(NSKEW.NE.0)





3540C ISKEWN: skew Set mummer
355OC gt 0 A'S are mooe numbers Oef_ming skewec coopt system
3560C .It.O A'S are successive rotation amgOes _m oegrees
3570C A1,A2.A3: nodes or angles Oef_n_ng Skeweo coorO_mate system
i 3580C if moors, ax_sl is forme_ from A1 tO A2
359OC ax_s2 is forme_ from A1 tO A3
36OOC ax_s3 is formea as axis1 cross axis3
[- 3610C










T:T_E= INPUT FOR MSS8 wIT_ H-4 _LAST DATE =I0.,I_ 85 ":ME • '6 '8 €_3£= 5
368_'C ? i
3"32C :SKEwN. skew set numDe_





3780C ]SKEwN.!ELI,IEL2.IE.3 ......... i
Q _r3.._. t
3SCOC
38_0C ;$KEWN. skew set mumoer _-_
3820C :ELc, elements whose mater_a_ properties nave tn_s s_ev, set o_en_a ]!
3830C ]
3840C'''='" .........................................................." " " " "
385OC
38603 IFIKFI_ITY.NE.C) --]





39:0C ;0I_£C: glooal f,xeo Direction {
393OC NODE-: moPeS w'tm ¶m_S f_x_t'x
3_0C
3960_ i







4030C ID!REC: glcDa! o''ect_om of DPescr_DeO O_smlacement
40_0C VALJ£: magm_tuoe of orescr_oeo m,sD1acememt _-_










' i4150_ K_IS_: mo_al _ata Drlmt flag
416OC =1 De,mr mooal mata (_isDlacements) ]
4170C as spe_fiem in tm_S loam case
418OC =0 _rlmt mcmal Data asspecifieD previously
41gOC =-1 mO mo_al _ata print_n_
J20OO KSTRES: elememt mata print flag _,,
4;IOC "1 prin_ e_ememt Data tstresses.stra_ns)
4220C as spec_f_em _n tn_s loam case
423OD =O pr_mt element mata as specified previously
4240C =-I mO elememt ma_a DPint_ng I
425OC LODINC: mummer of 1010 imcrements i
42GOC .It.O sets ITIME,I (reams time mata)
427OC MATCH: mater_al cmange flag
428OC =I t_ere _s material cmamgeO
429OC -O no mater_al _s changed 'i
43OOC NTEMCH: term_erature change flag /
431OC =1 there is change _n temperature
4320C =0 no temperaturechange
433OO NREMOV: elememt removal flag I
4340C =1 some elememts are to De removed i




I"ITL£= INPUT _OR MSS8 WIT_ SIMPLE PL DATE =_0.'5 85 "'ME : "6=3 ==3E: J
f) ., _C ALPMA t_erma! c_e.f_cle_ (c_og-am mb_t'p_ _es c., ,E-6)
3C30C l:l :SOC00 NE O) INP_" NMT 0: T_ESE -:NES
304$C E'.E2.E3.NL'.NU2.NU3.A_P_
!--" 305_C .
306CC .=_ ,ou'g s moou'_S in the _ o'_ectlo_ _m_:'-_ .es_ D. _£6 I
i 3_7_ _ N_ DC_SS_ S _at O _m _e _'_'_O_
308_C _._= tne-ma _ coe_,c,emt (m_it_' ,es o_ _£-6)
3_90C
r--
i 31COC ;_(NPS NE CI [N#U T NMT 0€ T_ES E '.:NES





; 3_60C S'SxSx i.NDS.NMT.NMAT).S'SKSx(2.NPS.NMT.NMAT)
3_?0C
3180C STSxSx array 2 o_ NPS D'z NMT D/ NMAT ano _s
r" 3'9_C stress st-a_m calrs oeftm_mg curve at temc NMT[ , , ,
32COC3210C Ir{NMTC_P NE O) INPU ? NMT O_ T_ESE .INES
3_22C "EMP.SNORM.O.R.ST_C_T
323QC
[- 3240C _EMP" temperature at w_zr t_ese DrcDert_es BDDt,)
i 3250C SN0_M: normal:zing stress ;or tmese D_ooert,es326CC C creed #romert.,'
327CC _ =reed Drooe-_y lc-eec = _ • tst_essl -' _)




332_S ZFt*4SKEW NE _)





;, 33BC_ :SKEWN skew set mumDe_
I 3390C gt.C A s are mo_e _um_e-s aef'e,ng s_e.eo :oor_ s.,stem
a4_. "" 0 A s are suc=ess_ve -otat_Dm amgles _ oeg-ees
3J _'v. _ ,AI,A3: nooes or angles oef_n_ng skewec cooro_ate system
I 3420C "_ nooes, ax_sl _s _ormeo _mOm A1 t_ A2
! J-3_. axls2 _s _ormeo *_om AI to A3
[ 344CC ax_s3 ,s formeo as ax_sl cross axzs3
3_50C








3540C ISKEWN: skew set number








J 3620C ISKEWN.IELI.IEL2.IEL3 ........
3630C 0
3640C
3650C ISKEWN: skew set mummer
3660C IE_m: elements wmose mater_al _rooerttes nave tn_s skew set or_emta
3670C
: -- IMHCH/NASAEP -- MAINPG PAGE- 4
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3"ZDC _IKFIXITY NE _)





3v6OC IDIREC g;oDal "'_ea _-ec_:on










387OC IDIREC glcDa I o'-ect_om c_ preset:beD a_sD!acement I
388OC VAL_E magm_tuoe of Preset'beD o_sclacement








4000_ =1 or _t '_o_a! Data {o_so_acememts) ;/
4S!_C ms sDec'=_ec '_ t-'S oa= case i
4_20C =C _r'_T -oDe; Data as smec_=_eo orev'_ousl,
4C30C =-1 mD -coal aata c-'-t:= 9
-'C'_C-_ KST_E5 e'eme_z aata cr_mt ='ag "-q,
4_50C :I or_mt element =eta {st-esses,stra_ns) 'i
-_.6_ ms soec_4,eO ,- :_:s "DaD case
4_?_-_ =,DDr_m: elemem_ Data ms sDec_f _eO ore\,_ous_,
_O8_C =-_ nO e_ememt aa_a =-'-_,mg
4C£_C LZD_NC: mumDer C_ Ioaa _nc_ememts i
4_0C M_TC_ me,erda} change =lag
4_'CC =I tDere 's mater_a _ :namgeo
4120C =0 mO mater_a_ _s c_angeo
3130C NTEMC_: termmerature change =_ag
4140C =I tmere _s cmange _m temoera_ure
4150C =0 no zemDerature change
4160C NREM0V: element removal flag
41TOC =I some elements are tO De removed _-q
4180C =0 no elements removed 1
4_9OC NCL0&D: comcen_rateo loaa _ag i
42©0C =1 there are comcent-atea loads
4210C =0 no Concentrated _oaas
4220C RPM: revolutions oer m_ute _or tmlS IDea case --]
4230C TEND: t_me at end of %oao s_eD i
4240C usea only wmen t_me oeoenaent response leveeD) Oes_rea i
425OC KGLOAD: gravity loaO flag
4260C =1 _eme are grav_t, loads
4270C =0 nO grav_zy IDeas _m
4280C KTLOAD _memmal 1oaO flag , i
429OC =1 znePmal loads :alculateo , '
4300C =0 mo tmermal loa=s
431OC KALOAD: area IoaO flag _--
432OC =1 t_ere are area IoaoS
4330C =0 no area loads
434OC KLLOAD: l_me IoaO flag
,--%
-- .'MHCH/NASAEP -- MAINPG PAGE= 5
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T;TLE= INPUT FOR MSS8 wIT_ SIMPLE OL _ITE =_© 15 85 _ME : 16 23 =€3E = G
/ J350C :I tmere are l_e ]oacs
iL 43G_C =0 _O ! _ne _cacs
. S zonvergence to!erance c_ s_s,-,u3_0C T_L=P








_ " 448GC _21SP _r_mt f_Bg
449_C ='_ _On : _r1_t
i JSCOC =I OO print
45_0C _RE=










4_~v_ :E.F' _orce Dr_mt =)aQ
4630C =! Dmlnt elememt _om=es
4650C _ST_ESS: stress mr_Z ?'ag
4660C =_ cr'_t stressesr-
16 .,. -_-_=Om *, _-,mt stresses
468CS 13T_:N s:raIm C:-,_t _ag
4690C =! _r,et siva:ms
4"C0C =000m t Drlmt St"_'l"S
r-- 4TIGC L::_ 1ocat_on ?Or wn$Cm =_ta '5 Dr_rteo
, 4"_CC =I cenTe,- of grsv_T o? e_ememt[
i 4"3_C =".e%eme_: nooes
4"4_C =_ Gauss Do,mrs
4_50C :Eur elements for _.,m_Cm C_tDu= oes:re_







4850C MATN0: new mater_al numDer










' agBOC T_MP; _ew temDeratuPeI
4g70C NOn: nooes CmangeO to tm_s temperature
4980C
_ _990C
5000C''''''" ............................................" " "" ............ "
50_OC
r




_I'LE = INPUT FOR MSS8 wIT_ SIMPLE =L CA'E ='0 !_ '8_ ":ME = _6 =3 =¢3E = -
r






5S803 :-£M: temce-atu-e g-ao,en=
5''OC .....................................................................
5 ' 2OC i






519OC [E,_ remove_ e'emerts
s:,:c......................................................................i
522OC
5=3DC :=INCLD_D NE _)




£_9OC :C!_EC. glooa! _,-ect_o _ o_ 08o
53COC vA,,E magn'tuoe :f ':ao




53_'3S ::,KE.3_ _E C' I
536C'C S_£R0_INE £L0_DS





5JGOC IESZG. oeg_nn_ng element
547OC :£END, emo_ng element
54BOC :E:NC: _ncrement _n element _umoers
5490C I:ACE element face where Dressure Imam a_m1_em
_SCCC :_IRE: m_rect_on O. Ioa_ _n element :meal coOrS, s_stem









561OC IEBEG: oeglnn_ng element
562OC IEEN0. en_mg etement
563OC :EINC: increment in element numbers
5640C IF4CE: element faoe where l_me )oam aDDllem
565OC :DIR: a_rect_On of loam _n elemem_ local coOr_, system
5660C Pl,P2: DressuPes at e_ther enm of 1_ne 1o80
567OC
-- /MHCH,/NASAEP -- MAINPG PAGE- 7
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i
T:'LE = INPUT FOR MSS8 WITH SIMPL{ PL DAT{ :IC'5 85 "IME : 16 _3 _A_E:
5_90C .....................................................................
4 5-_3"_"................................... J................................
5-'_C I_KPDIS NE C ANC L_ASE NE I)
5"Z 3'= S_B_O_- :NE PREDIS
r-- ='_OC
; 5"40C "':_EC v_L_E NODE _ NODE:,NODZ3i " ' ' * ' '
5_50C C
5_60C
5"_OC I_I_EC g,c_a] a'_ect'cn cf _rescr_Dea _,sc_acemert
_-- 5"80C v&LJE ma_mtt,_ae _ orescrtDe_ a_solaceme_t
' 5"90C NODEn. _ooes w,t_ t_IS als_lacement
5800C
58_C NO-E -_E NOOES w:_ _RESCRIEED _[SPLACEMENTE #US" _E ".E
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IT:TL£= INPUT FOR MSS8 WITH BODN£_ UN _AT£ *IC''5 85 _IME : i_ :5 _gE=
13GOC .................................................................. i




I050C NC'E T.: =_, n ,
..... W,NG A_E A_. ON ONE .INE A:'E_ "_£ ":T_£ .:NE
IC90C :' (,- absolute va;ue) elastic _-_
•_COC :2 (,r absolute val_e) _ne_ast_ I
4_ICC "_E: re;ememce temperature i
_'2OC "_Zm_E _so:nermal e;emegt ;lag
_CC _e _ smaDe _u_c_o_s _seo tc "_te_Dolate ,mr c_ temperatures
_CC :'-£_M tmermal load _'a9 I
_60C :C no tme_mal loads }
1%70C me C _hermal loads cal_ia_eo
,180C NMAT number O_ mater,a!s1190C NMT n_moer c; temperatures _:- ma:e_:al orooer_ 5 sDec_:=at'c-
1200C _MTC_D " m_moer c* temperatures w'_e-e creed Coeff_c_emTs sDec'_'e= i
_!0C NORT_0 OPtmOTPOD_C mater_al =_a@
1120C -"w ,SOt'OPeC mate_a 1
1230C _e._ ortnot-oo_= mater_al (mat I OrOOS. _m 3 _reot_c,-s "eo _) _'_
12JCC _og_am s_c-es mumoer :f O_f?ere_t C-trio ma_'IS _m NOR--_ I
_250C NSKEw Skewed coordinate s,stems _lag I
"_GOC :2 nC skewe_ cOO_O_m_te s,stems
IC_CC _e 5 swe_.eo =oc_c_me_e s,'stems
!280C D-ogram stores numoer of Skewed COOr_ SySTems _ NSK£W
'290C M_S_CD mass matrix flag 113OOZ :O mc mass matt .... ,I' ce comPuteD
'2_0C :I "_mDec mass matrix comDuteO
_3233 :2 C_ms'ste-t m_ss matr,x computed
_33OC KF:,:', _,,eo moae _lag /
134CC :_ -O ='xea modes
_3503 _e 0 tme_e a_e some #_xe_ -oaes
360C S,sTem o$ e_ms ,s _eouceo Dx number of f,xeo ,_r
_3vOC KPOIS' cresc-,oeo modal o,sDlacement flag
'3BOO KSKWEC skewed DOUmOary =Dn_t'oP "!ag i
_390C =0 no sweweO EC
_I_..,_ me 0 skewed BC S
_'_C KL$C_L _ocal coordinate s,'stem €lag
_2_ --
_ mO _C_al OOOr_ _.s_ems
_J3QC ne.O tmere are ideal ccoro systems (5 max)
14JOC KPRCNT. mooal Percentage _ISTP_DUTICP flag
_450C =0 mO percentage a_ST_D_T_OmS
_460C me.C there are percentage G_sTriDut_oms of modes 15 sets max_
IA70C MIDx_Z: f:ag to generate elememt m_O s_Oe moaes |
_80C :C no m_a s_ae moae generation
'4gOC me 0 m_a s_Oe noae generat_o_
_SCCC KX_ZCD: monstanaarO coordinate. _mDuT flag ---]
!510C =0 stanaaro coorO_nates used 1
1520C ne.O monstanoaro =:oro_nate order _s used I
'_30C Stamaaro _s (X.V.Z) for =artesian
•540C (R.T_ETA.Z) _or CylinDrical
_550C (R.THETA.PMI) for smner_cal
1560C KGAUSP: gauss _mtegrat}On oraer flag }
I_70C =C f_rst order _ntegrat,on I
1580C .ne.O second order _mtegratl.On
15goc wl.w2.w3: unit vector Defaming ax_s of rotation In gloOal System
_60OC G1.G2.G3: unit vector oef_m_ng gravity O_reot_om _n global system _-]
1610C xBARAX,XBARAY.XBARAZ: location of or_g_n of rotational cooro. /
_620C system _n gloOal system !
1630C KEIGTP: e_genvalue/e_genvector computation flag
1640C -O.ana.MASSCD.neO calculate e_genvalue/e_genveozor ___
I_50C using Determinant seamen meznoO !
1660C =I.anO.MASSCD.ne.O calculate e_genvalue/e_genvector I
-- /MHCH/NASAB0 -- MAINPG PAGE- 1 )
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-I_LE • INPUT FOR MSS8 WITH SODNER UN DATE =_O 15:85 T:M£ = 16 Z5 c_GE=
F









_'70C IEL_ element numbers
I_80¢ :_ elemert entereo as _egat_ve. a)l e_eme_ts "-om _re_'_us








'870C :DOWN. D_F _er node




'_20C'''" ...... "''" ..... "" ........... _'= ......= = -°-------_-----o- ....... -
_930C SUBROUTINE £LGEN:
1940C
'. ..... " " '=- " !£1'S50C IE. 'INODE(i) 1=_ NO_E) :EEN0' E,NCI.ININCI.,,=ND_. NC2,1NIN::
'960C C
_gTOC
r '78C [EL Deg_mn,ng e_ement _umoe_
.90_ NODE a_Pa_ s;ze_ to numDe," cf _:ces pep element a_d ,s
:::CS =:n_ect,v_t_ of e:eme-t ,m terms :. g}cDal Pooe numcers
2_0C :EEND!, eno_ng e'eme_ P_mDe P &Or generation se_ "
::20C _'_.=.N_P_,_ncrememt '_ e 'Iememt ',umber _Or generation Bet
,[-- ..._''_ :NINCI: _mcrement ,_ node numbers _CP generatlon set I
! :040C :EENC2' emo_ng elememt _umDer _:r oeneratlon set 2I
2_E3C IEIN:2 Inc-ement _m elemen: PJmDer _or generation set :
Z_60C ININC2: _mcrement _m node m_mDers f:" _enera:1_e set 2
r--- 23-3C
{ 2_80C ....................................................................






2'50C XYZO: array 3 Dy numoer of ]oca; Coom_Imate systems and ,s






I 2220C NPTS: numOer of nooes gene-ateo )_ tm_s set
I 223OC PERCNT: arPay NPTS x numoer O_ percent OlSTriDuTIOn sets a_O _S
2240C _IST_IDUTIO_ O_ mooes Detweem €OOrDinates _n_uz below
2250C
! 2260C IF(KXYZCD NE.O)
i 2270C ICDxYZ(I).ICDXYZ(2).ICDxYZ(3)
I 2280C










T_TLE- INPUT POR MSS8 WIT_ 60DNER UN DATE =!_ _5 85 ":ME = !_ 25 =&SE= 5 --]
2340C I
_5Cr. _ NODENO oeg_nm_no_ moae number
2360C _!.x2._.3 coor_zmates
Z3"CC NC' mope mumDer _mcrememt _o- gemerat_o_ set _ '_]
238CC NC2 -oae numoer 'mcrement _Or generattCm set 2 I
:39CC S'SN0 local coorS,mate S_stem m_mDer _se_ ?or above :oor:_mates J
2400C 5.5T_ _;ooal cooro:mate s>stem tzDe
24!0C =_' cartes,am
24=_C =t C'y) _mOr:_a:
:430C =2 soner_ca; J
.P.N _ percentage OzSt#IDut,om set _or mooe generat_om set
2450C [_:NT2: _ercemtage c_Str,Out_On set for mope Qenerat_om set :
:4GOC
2470C 1;( [NCl .NE O) ]
248CC NODEN0._I._2.x3 ]
:490C
=500C NODEN0 en_mg noae mummer =or _ooe generation set 1
251OC xl.x2.x3: eno_mg cooro'mates
:52cc _1253OC [={ INC2 NE O|
2540C NOOENO.x'.x2.x3
255CC _m
256CC NODEN0 emo_mg mope number 70" mope gemerat_om set 2 i




_610C ;_IM:Dx_Z NE,C) i
2620C SUBROUTINE NODMID
2630C
2640C :ELI "EL: :EL3
:65CC C2660C






:76OC _CK t_l CkI_ess I







2830C SPECwT.ISOCOD.TMAT(1.NMAT).TMAT'i_,NMAT) ..... TMAT(NMT.NMAT)
2840C 0 I2850¢
286OC SPECWT: specific weight - oens,ty " g
287OC _SOCOD: _SOtPOD_O mater_al €oae t_
288OC =0 _SOtPOD_C
289OC .ne.O OrtnOtrOm_C I
29OOC TMAT: array numPer of mat I temps Oy mumPer o? mar'Is amp _s
2910C temperatures wmere mater_al properties are speolf_eo
2920C
293OC IF(ISOCOD EO 0) INPUT NMT OF THESE LINES
294OC EI.NUI.ALPHA i
295OC
296OC El: VOUng's moaulus (program multlpltes Py IE6)
2970C NUI: Pols$Om'S raT10 "_
298OC ALPHA: t_erma] coe_fi_leR_ (program multiplies Py 1E-6) _
2990C I
30OOC IF([SOCOD NE 0) INPUT NMT O_ THESE LINES
]





T:TLE* INPUT _OR MSS8 wlT_ BODNER GN DATE :_C _5 85 "[ME = ,_ :_ ;_OE= 4
I 2C1CC E1.E2.EO.NU_.N_:.N_3._L:_A
_3 _r £P =_g S mo_1_S _ t - _ Ol_eCt_Qmlmul_plles _) ._
_ 3C4OC ,N_ =:_SSOm s "at'o _ t_e n =t_ec:lo_D60C
3C"OC
3OBOC :=(NMTC=_ NE C, :NPuT NM7 :F T_ESE _INES
309OC
310CC TEMP _ _N ZC Z I :_ _M _
3_OC
31_C T_MP = temoePature _n _egPees =
..__ 3130C D. _N, Z_. Zl. _2. _M. A. ; = mater:al parameters reQu}'ed
; 3140C _:r _o_eP5 _ooe! at temperat_ne TEMP











326_C I_KEWN swe_ set cumcer
__ 3_7DC gt.C _ s are Pcoe _ummePs oe¢_n_mg sweweo :OOrO S','stem
3280C ]t _ _ s a_e s_ezess_ve rctat_cn angles :_ oegrees
329OC A_.A2.A3. mooes or a-9!es oe_,_mg skeweO =_o_=_ma_e s,s_em
33OOC _f nc=es, ax_s" 's fD_meo from _' t: a2
331tC a,,s2 's .c,-mea from _I :9 &3










34,_. 15KEWN. swe,, set _umDe P









I 3520C353OC ISKEWN: skew set numOeP
354OC IELm: e%ements w_ose mater_a_ orooert_es _ave t_s skew set or_enta
3550C





t 36_0C lCIREC,NOOEI,NOOE2,NOOE3 .......362OC O
363OC
3640C ID!REC: gloDal f_xeO O_-ect_o_
365OC NODEn: noOes w_n tn_S f_x_ty
'i 3660C
367OC .....
! -- /MMCM/NASAB0 -- _AINPG P_GE= 4
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;
.;'LEo :NPUT FOR MSS8 WITh BOONER UN 3_TE =_0.'5.'85 -IME : _6 Z5 ;_3£: = _-_
3680C 1





3T5CC :ClP_: gloga: o'-ect,om of Deescr'Deo 2"sD_acemenx
3?60C vA.uE magn_tuoe of preset'beD o_sD_aceme_










38"_C KD!SP noaal aata D_nt _!ag
3880C =_ Dr_nt eooa! aa:a (=_sD_acemenTs)
389OC as smec_f,eo _m Tm,s ]DaD case _.
3900C =0 Dr_mt nooa_ oata as sDec_fleo Drev_ous_, I
39_0C =-_ nO noaal Data Dr_t_ng i
3g2.DC KS_RES e_eme_ aata D-_t flag
3930C =I Dr_-t element =ate ist-esses,stPa_s)
394OC as soec_f,ea _n tr.s load :ase
3950C =0 _rlmT elememt Data as sDec_;_eo €_ev_o_sl_ l
3960C =-_ _O e_emeet oa:a Dr,_t,ng ]
3ST_.C __DINC number O_ Iced _nc-eme_ts
398_S _t 2 sets "-:ME=_ (reaDs t'me Data)
399CC MA'C _ mater_a! :_ange _}ag j
_00C¢ =_ there "s mater_al cmange_ I
4C'_C =C nC mater_a; _s changed
4C_C NT£MC_ termme_atu-e cmamge _lag
453_C =_ t-e_e 's :mamge :m zemDe_szure _-_
-_.-_'^''" =C no zemDe_atJre :namoe
4C50C _EMOv elememt remova_ f_ag I
-06ZS =_ some elememts are t: ce removed
4_Z =C mC eleme,_s removed _-_
4080C NCLOAD co_ce_t_ate_ loam .lag ]
4C90'_ =I tmere are concemtrateo loads I
-,C?C =O nO concen_-a_eo ideas
' .'OC _DM. revolutions per m_mute fo_ tm_s Icaa case
12_C KGLOAD gravity load =lag _
_30C =' tmere are g_v_ty loads !
14OC =0 no gravity loads 1
'ISCC K'LOAO: tnerma] IDea flag
4_60C -_ thermal IDeas calculated
4170C =0 no thermal loads
41801 KALOAD: area loa_ flag I
4_9OC ,I tmere are area loads
42OOC =O no area loaas
J2'OC KLLOAO: I_me loa_ flag _-I
422OC -1 tnePe are 1_ne 1oats
J23OC =O nO l_ne 1Dams ]
4240C TOLEPS: convergence zolerance on szra_m
425OC TCLDI$: Convergence tolerance om O_smlacemem_
426OC --_
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T:T_E= INPUT _0R MSS8 WITH 80DNER JN DA-E =IC'15,/85 ":ME = "6 23 ==3_:
j J3_OC !_ISP: prlnt _'ag
4362C -_
43T_C =" OO print
4383C :_E =










i 4490C _EL; ;orce p-,mt _lag50 =I print eleme_ forces
45'0C =C ooe't Dr_t _crces
4520C IST_ESS: stress Drlnt flag
--" 453_C =I print stresses
1 4540C =0 _om t Dr_nt stresses
i 4550C _ST_IN: straln p-_nt flag
4560C =1 or_nt stPa_ms
_ 4570C =0 aom t Dr_mt stra_ms
i J58tC _OCA "Dcat_om 9c- wn_C _ _ata ,s DP,mte_
I' 459CC =" =enter C _ gravity _? e;ement
46._. =_ elememt nooes
46_0C :3 Gauss mc_ts




4_6_C Ir(:_!ME NE 0)
7 '_-_r " m _ '_" NT
I -_83C
_- 47! ^" N2M mummer 0= equal t,me ste_s _ t_'s 1oao case
_7:C,: =t _inam_c t,me _ncreme_t,mg _s useo
- 3_ "C_P tcta_ t'me _m tn_S _OaC cmse
471_C &:11Cw!mg _PutS app_, for o/mambo t_me imcrement-ng o_I_
&-_OC _:NI_ _t_al t,me stem
4z$_3 =3 ano ,m,t_al loao case. TINI'=OE, _M,N"
4''.. -_ ano _ot _t_al loa_ case. T[N_T= : • last t_me stec of
I?8CC previous loa_ case
J?90C ECM_x: maximum _nelast_c stra_m _mcrememt _es_re_ _m amy t_me stec
48COC oefault=.O001
481_ _v SIGMAX. maximum change _n stress oeslree In any t;me step
j 48:0C oefault=!000 Ps_
483OC E_MAx: maximum est_mate_ _ntegrat_o_ error alloweO _m any t_me step
484CC Oefault=.01 (1%)
_850C DELTMIN: m_n_mum al1owaDie t,me step
4860C _efault=.O01 I TC_P











4980C MATNO: new mater_al mummer
4990C IELn: elements cnange_ to tm_s mater_al
5000C
50_OC " "




T_TLE= INPUT FO_ MSSB w1 _ 60DNER JN C_TE R_'_5 85 _I_E = '6 :_ :¢3E= " _
BC2OC





509OC "£M_ _ew temperature
5_C_ _0r mcoes =_amge,= to Imps _emoerat_Pe ""....
5''0C
5_:2C I
5130C ........................................ . ...........................
5'40C





5210C CTEMP temperature grao_e_t














53£0C :DIREC,V_UE.N01.NC2.NC3. [54002 3
_a'2C
5J=OC ID[_E:. g'cDal a_-ec_or C_ ":ao _"7
543CC _AuJE magr._uoe o_ :C_c I
544OC NOn mooes wmere tm,s ::nce_tPateo ;oa= acc_eo
5a50C
546OC ..... " ...............................................................
_480C _=IKE_0_D NE.O) !





5560C IEBEG,IEEND,IEINC IFACE,_::_E_'P2.=3.P_ "_
557OC O [
5580¢
5590C IEBEG: meg_nn_ng etement
560OC IEEND: ena_ng elemen_ ""7
561OC I£INC: Incrememt _n element _umDers i
562OC IFACE: element face where pressure 1oao aDD1_eo p
563OC IDIRE: o_rect_om Of loam ,m element local cooro, syszem
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5-JOC :ZEE3 ceg_g e_ement
,i 5"50C .__'r:_'D,en_g e!eme_
5"6OC :E:NC Imc-emem_ in elemem t _umoe-s
5"7QC ::ACE element ?ace wne-e l,me loac aDD)_ec
5"8OC IDIR: o)rect_o- c? loao ,n element :coal coorc s/stem
I 5"9OC D_.D2 Pressures at e_tner eno of l,ne !cac
' 5BOOt
58_0C-, ...... • .............. _-- ...................................... = . . . o
j- 5820C .....................................................................
', 5830C .....................................................................
I 5840C :=IKDDIS.NE.O AND __ASE NE 1)
" 5BSOC SUBROUTINE PRECIS
586OC
:":' 587OC _DIREC.VAL_£.NODE1.NODE2.NOCE35880C C
t, / 589OC
590CC :_I_EC. g_cDal _rect_c_ o? #resc-,_ea C_s#lacememt
59!0C VA.U£. magn_tuOe of _reszr:_eo c,splacement
I _ 592CC NGDEm. nooes ,,:th t_s =;sDtacement593OC
594OC NOT_ : T_E NG_ES Wl _ PeESC_:_EC _[SPL&CEMEN_S MUS_ _E T_E











TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE -10/16/85 TIME - 10.27 PAGE, 1
1000C ORGANIZATION OF INPUT .'_:
1010C FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLASTICITY AND SIMPLE CREEP i
I02OC
IO30C I HEADING AND CONTROL INFORMATION
IO4OC I. I TITLE CARD
1050C 1.2 PROBLEM SIZING _--i
1060C 1.3 ANALYSIS AND RESTART OPTIONS i
1070C 1.4 EOUATION NUMBERING AND BANDING OPTIONS
108OC
I09DC II NODE COORDINATES AND TRANSFORMATIONS _;
1100C II.1 NODE COORDINATES :
11_0C II.2 LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION5
1120C
_130C III ELEMENT DEFINITION
1140C III.1 HEADER LINE FOR ELEMENT "-_
1150C III.2 20 NODED SOLID DEFINITION =
1160C i
1170C IV LOAD CASE INFORMATION, INITIAL CONDITIONS _
1180C IV.1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
1190C IV 2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATIONS _!
' i
1200C
1210C V MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES i
1220C v.1 MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
1230C V.1.1 ISOTROPIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES
1240C V.1.20RTHOTROPIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES !
1250C V.2 ORTHOTROPIC AXES ORIENTATION TABLE , !
1260C V.3 INELASTIC MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
127DC
1280C VI TIME AND TIME INCREMENTING CONTROL _--
1290C
130OC VII CONVERGENCE CRITERIA I
131OC
1320C VIII INITIAL NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS (_
1330C
1340C IX INITIAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES I
1350C _
1360C X INITIAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
137OC r_80 XI INITIAL ELEMENT PRESSURE LOADS i
13B0C !
_400C xII LOAD CASE INFORMATION, FINAL CONDITIONS
1410C XII.I LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
1420C XII.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATION _!-
_430C {/1440C XIII FINAL NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
145DC
1460C XIV FINAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES ._
1470C 11480<: XV FINAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
1490C




1540C I HEADING AND CONTROL INFORMATION
_550C




1600C ITITLE = ANY 1 TO 72 CHARACTER TITLE FOR THE ANALYSIS _l
_610C
1620C ==mmmmmimmmmtaamDmmammamm=mmaammamsmmmmmammsmmmommmsammmmmmmammaaa, (
1630C 1.2 PROBLEM SIZING
1640C
1650C LINE NUMNP him IT RTEM NLC '--_
1660C _:





TITLEm INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE .10/1G/85 TIME • 10.27 =AGE-
_ _ 1670C NUPdNP NUMBER OF STRUCTURAL NODES ( ENTER AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER FOR
i !680C TIMING SUMMARY )
1690C NM NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS ( MAXIMUM'3 )
1700C IT THERMAL STRESS OPTION
1710C = 0 INCLUDE THERMAL LOADSI-J
i _ 1720C • 1 IGNORE THERMAL LOADS, 1730C RTEM REFERENCE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F )
t740C NLC NUMBER OF LOAD CASES
1750C
;!_- 17GOCmBamaIBm_mllm_.slumsmllmmslmmwmmmBmmlmmmulmlm_mmBml•_smmssmmwmssa=
ii 1770C I 3 ANALYSIS AND RESTART OPTIONS!
_780C
1790C LINE LAWCRP NOUT NRESTA INREST MASSCD
1800C
1810C LAWCRP : TYPE OF INELASTIC ANALYSIS
_i 1820C - O ELASTIC ANALYSIS
I 1830C • 1 HAISLER-ALLEN PLASTICITY
1840C • 2 SECONDARY CREEP MODEL
_ 1850C =12 PLASTICITY AND CREEP COMBINED
i 1860C NOUT : OUTPUT FILE CREATION OPTION
! _ 1870C = 0 DO NOT CREATE OUTPUT FILE
1880C I 1 CREATE OUTPUT FILE
1890C NRESTA : RESTART OPTION
I 1900C • 0 THIS IS NOT A RESTART RUN-"i 1910C > O INPUT THE LOAD CASE FROM WHICH THE RESTART IS TO PROCEED
t 1920C NOTE:(OUTPUT FROM THIS CASE MUST HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY PUT ON AN OUTPUT
1930C FILE. THE FIRST NEU LOAD CASE WILL BE LABELED AS NRESTA . 1.)
1940C
;_- 1950C INREST : LOAD CASE NUMBER IN THE CURRENT INPUT FILE WHICH BECOMESI
1_, 1960C THE FIRST NEW LOAD CASE TO BE SOLVED WHEN RESTARTING, WHERE
1970C ( 1.LE.INREST.LE.NLC ). IF 0 IS INPUT INREST • I IS ASSUMED
1980C
_- 1990(: MASSCD : MASS MATRIX FLAG
2000C - 0 DO NOT CREATE MASS MATRIX
! 2010C - 1 CREATE LUMPED MASS MATRIX
2020C = 2 CREATE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX
2030C i
2050C 1.4 EQUATION NUMBERING AND BANDING OPTIONS
i 20BOC
2070C LINE N IBAND IPBAND
2080(:/-,.,
_i_ 2090C N : KEY CODE
, 2100C = 0 NO NUMBERING OR BANDING
2110C = -1 ACTIVATE NUMBERING AND BANDING OPTION
2120C IBAND : BANDING OPTION
2130C = 0 USE DEFAULT OPTION4 - 1 AS UME NODE NUMBER IS THE SAME AS MATRIX POSITION
_I 2150C • 2 ASSUME INPUT NODE ORDER DEFINES MATRIX POSITION
2160C IPBANO : PRINTOUT OPTION
2170C • 0 NO PRINTOUT OF EQUATION NUMBERS




2220C II NODE COORDINATES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
I- 2230C
2250C II.1 NODE COORDINATES
2260C
i _=' 2270C (ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINE FOR EACH NODE)
2280CL
I 2290C LINE N X Y Z
2300C
2310C N : NODE NUMBER
F_- 2320C X : NODE X COORDINATE
_; 2330C Y : NODE Y COORDINATE




TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE ,10/16/85 TIME = 10.27 PAGE- 3
234OC Z : NOD[ Z COORDINATE _-_'
235DC i
236OC (AFTER THE LAST NODE ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINE)
237OC
238OC LINE 0 NSKEW l_'_
239DC NSKEW : INDICATOR FOR LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION I
24OOC = O NONE WILL BE INPUT
241OC • I ONE OR MORE WILL BE INPUT
242OC _
2430CImmaualmmmmmmmmsmmDmmmmmmmmssmswatanltlmmmm_mmmmmmiimmmmslmasammmaal
2440C II.2 LOCAL NOD( COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS
245OC
246OC IF(NSKEW.GT.O)
2470C ( ENTER ALL NODES WITH LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS)
2480C i
249OC LINE N NO NI Nd i
25OOC LINE O
2510C
2520C N : NODE NUMBER HAVING A ROTATED LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM _--(
2530C NO : NODE 0N LOCAL x AXIS _ i
254C_ NI : NODE ON LOCAL X AXIS IN THE *X DIRECTION FROM NO
255OC Nd : NODE IN LOCAL XY PLANE SUCH THAT THE *Z AXIS IS IN THE
256OC DIRECTION OF THE VECTOR P3 • (NO-NI) X (N0-Nd). THE *Y AXIS IS





2620C II1 ELEMENT DEFINITION
2630C I !
_6_OCI•smsmm•m•ms•gmmmmmmsmmBmmassmIQm•m•mi••sm•mmmmm_••mmmmms•mmmim••as_
265OC III.l HEADER LINE FOR ELEMENT DATA
2660C
2670C LINE •PRINT
2680C IPRINT : ELEMENT DATA EXTENDED PRINTOUT OPTION
2690C - O NONE
27_C • 1 DUMP VOLUMES AND DISTORTION PARAMETERS _-_
2?IOC - 2 ALSO DUMP ELEMENT STIFFNESSES




275OC III.2 20 NODED SOLID DEFINITION
2760C I _
277OC (ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINES FOR EACH ELEMENT) !
2780C
279OC LINE NEL N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N? N8 N9 NIO N11 N12
2BODe LINE N13 N14 N15 N16 NI? N18 NI9 N20 IMAT IOR




2850C NEL : ELEMENT NUMBER ' s!
28GOC N1 ... N20 : NODES DEFINING THE ELEMENT ( SEE FIG IZZ.2 ) I i
2870<: IMAT : MATERIAL NUMBER
2880C IOR : ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL AXIS SYSTEM INDICATOR
2890C • 0 ISOTROPZC MATERIAL
2900C (I.LE.IOR.LE.99) IOR IS ORIENTATION IDENTIFIER OF SYSTEM
2910C GIVEN UNDER MATERIAL DATA S_CTION V.2 i





29_0C IV LOAD CASE INFORMATION, ZNITZAL CONDITIONS
_sBoc ,_
3_ IV.l LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD , i
-* /MHT3/INPUT -- PAGE, 3
. r
TITLE = INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE -I0/16/85 TIME • 10.27 PAGE- 4
/ 3010C
3020C LINE RPM IAXZS IACC NPCI NTI ITHST
3030C
3040C RPM : ROTATIONAL SPEED IN RPM
3050C IAXIS : GLOBAL AXIS ABOUT WHICH STRUCTURE IS ROTATING
3060C = 1 X AXIS
3070C • 2 v AXZS
3080C • 3 Z AXIS
3090C IACC : INDICATOR FOR' INPUT OF ACCELERATON LOADS IN GROUP IV.2
I-, 3100C = 0 NO INPUT
i 3110C • 1 ACCELERATION LOADS ARE INPUT
3120C NPCI : INDICATOR FOR A CHANGE IN MATERIAL PROPERTIES
3130C • 0 NO CHANGE TO MATERIAL PROPERTIES
F_ 3140C • 1 CHANGE ELASTIC PROPERTIES ( GROUPS V. 1 AND V.2)
: 3150C • 2 CHANGE INELASTIC PROPERTIES ( GROUP V.3 )
3160C • 12 CHANGE ELASTIC AND INELASTIC PROPERTIES
3170C NOTE: IF THIS IS FIRST LOAD CASE, PROGRAM SETS NPCI=12
3180C
I_" 3190C NTI : NUMBER OF NODAL TEMPERATURES WHICH ARE RESPECIFIED,
I 3200C = 0 NO RESPECIFIED TEMPERATURES, STIFFNESS ZS RECOMPUTED
3210C • -1 NO RESP£CIFIEO TEMPERATURES, STIFFNESS IS NOT RECOMPUTED
3220C > 0 NTI RESPECIFIED TEMPERATURES, STIFFNESS IS RECOMPUTED
3230C ITHST : TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT OPTION
_-'_ 3240C . 0 INCLUDE THERMAL STRAINS IN TOTAL 5TRAIN PRINTOUT
3250C - 1 DO NOT INCLUDE THERMAL STRAINS IN TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT
3260C
_;_ 3280C IV.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATION FOR INERTIAL OR GRAVITY LOADS
i 3290C
3300C IF(IACC.GT.O)
3310C LINE ACCELX ACCELY ACCELZ
3320C
,F 3330C ACCELX : ACCELERATION OF STRUCTURE ( IN/SEC''2 ) IN GLOBAL X
3340C ACCELY : ACCELERATION OF STRUCTURE ( IN/SEC''2 ) IN GLOBAL Y




i 3390C V MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
3400C
3_10CIIIIIIIIIII/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
3420C V. 1 ELASTIC CONSTANTS
, 3430C
I } 3440C IF(NPCI.EO.I.0R.NPCI.EO. 12)
3450C {ENTER NM OF THE FOLLOWING LINES)
3460C
/ 3470C LINE MTN NMT DEN
/, 3480C
3490C MTN : MATERIAL NUMBER ( MTN.GE.1.AND.MTN.LE.NM )
3500C (IF MATERIAL IS ISOTROPIC INPUT MTN AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER
3510C TO SIMPLIFY INPUT)
3520C NMT : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES AT WHICH ELASTIC PROPERTIES WILL BE
3530{: GIVEN FOR THIS MATERIAL
3540C DEN : WEIGHT DENSITY OF THE MATERIAL ( POUNDS/IN==3 )
3550C
[-- 3560C#########$##################_mm#####################################
i 3570C V.1.1 ISOTROPZC MATERIAL
3580C
359oc ZF(MTN.LT.O)
_" 3600C ( ENTER NMT OF THESE LINES )
i _ 3G10C
3620C LINE TEMP E PR AL
3630C
3640C TEMP : TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F. )
..... 3650C E : ELASTIC MODULUS ( 10='6 P.S,I. )
3660C PR : POISSON'S RATIO
3670C AL : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION ( 10"'-6 IN/IN-DEG. F. )





TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE -IO/1E/85 TIME • 10.27 PAGE- 5
3680C _ /
3690C################################.#############m####################
370OC v.I.2 ORTHDTROPIC MATERIAL
371OC
372OC IF(MTN.GT.O) /_
3730C (ENTER NMT OF THE FOLLOWING LINES)
3740C (DIRECTIONS 1.2,3 CORRESPOND TO THE MATERIAL ORTHOTROPIC AXES X',Y',Z')
3750C
37EOC LINE TEMP Ell E22 E33 NU12 NU13 NU23 G12 G23 G31 ALl AL2 AL3 _
3770C !
3780C TEMP : TEMPERATURE AT WHICH PROPERTIES ARE GIVEN ( DEG. F. ) !
3790C E11 : ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE I DIRECTION
38OOC E22 : ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 2 DIRECTION
381OC E33 : ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 3 DIRECTION _,
3820C NU12 : POISSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 1 AND 2 ! i
3830(: NU13 : POISSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 1 AND 3 r
3840(: NU23 : POISSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 2 AND 3
385OC G12 : SHEAR MODULUS IN THE !-2 PLANE _._
386_ G23 : SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 2-3 PLANE _l
387OC G31 : SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 3-1 PLANE (i
388{)(: ALl : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 1 DIRECTION
389OC AL2 : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 2 DIRECTION
39OOC AL3 : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 3 DIRECTION _-_
3910C i
_20C mmsmmammmsmmmmBmmmmRasmmmsmmlew_mmemmmemsmmamtmmmmmssuamlmmmw_msnmme i




397OC NOR : NUMBER OF ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS i j
398C_ (O.LE.NOR.LE.10) 1.e. MAX OF 10 ORIENTATION SYSTEMS ALLOWED
3990C (NOTE: IF THE MATERIALS ARE ISOTROPlC OR THE ORTHOTROPIC AXES ___
4OOOC COINCIDE WITH THE GLOBAL AXES, ENTER O) I
4OIOC ENTER O. ( MAXIMUM OF 10 SPECIFICATIONS ALLOWED ) )
4020C I
4030C IF(NOR,GT.O)
4040C ( ENTER NOR LINES OF THE FOLLOWING ) _,
4050C
406OC LINE I NO NP NO Ii
4070C
4080C I : ORIENTATION IDENTIFIER ( IDR IN ELEMENT INPUT )
409OC NO, NP, NQ : NODE NUMBERS IDENTIFYING DRTHOTROPIC AXES ( SEC. II.2 ) _--"
4lOOC i
4110C Rmmnmmmmmmmsmmmmmmaammalsesmmwmmmmmslmmmmseamsamm_o_m_mm_mmm_m_ ,,
4120C V.3 INELASTIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
4130C .-_
4140C (IF NPCI.EQ.2.0R.NPCI.EQ.12 ) [
4150C (IF LAWCRP.EO.l.OR.LAWCRP.EQ.12) i !
4160<: (ENTER MTN OF THE NEXT FOUR LINE SETS - MTN.SSTEMP,PPV.AND BET)
4170C
4180C LINE MTN NPTS NTM
4190C
42_ MTN : MATERIAL NUMBER
4210C NPTS : NUMBER OF STRESS-STRAIN POINTS PER CURVE
422(_: NTM : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES FOR WHICH STRESS-STRAIN CURVES ARE GIVEN
423OC
424CK: ,i
425C_ LINE SSTEMP(1) SSTEMP(2) ..... SSTEMP(NTM)
4260C
4280C4270C SSTEMP : ARRAY(IN INCREASINGOF TEMPERATURESORD R) wHERE STRESS-STRAIN CURVES ARE GIVEN /,_-_
429_
430OC LINE PPV(MTN,I,I,1) PPV(MTN, I,1,2)




-- /MHT3/INPUT -- PAGE = 5 _ /
140
{
TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE =10/16/85 TIME - 10.27 PAGE. 6r
\:
'_ 435OC LINE PPV(MTN,I,NPTS,1) PPV(MTN,I,NPTS,2)
4360C
4370C PPV(MTN,I,d,1) : STRESS VALUES IN INCREASING ORDER FROM d=l TO NPTS
4380C FOR TEMPERATURE I AND MATERIAL MTNF,
4390C PPV(MTN.I.d.2) : STRAIN VALUES IN INCREASING ORDER FROM d=l TO NPTS
i 4400C FOR TEMPERATURE I AND MATERIAL MTN
4410C
4420C LINE BET(l) BET(2) ..... BET(NTM)
4430C
{]"- 4440C BET : ARRAY OF HARDENING COEFFICIENTS FOR SAME TEMPERATURES WHERE
4450C STRESS-STRAIN CURVES GIVEN
4460C
4470C (IF LAWCRP.EO.2.0R.LAWCRP.EO.12)
F' 4480C (ENTER MTN OF THE FOLLOWING TWO LINE SETS)
' 4490C
4500C LINE NCTP TCUT SNORM
4510C
4520C NCTP : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES WHERE CREEP PROPERTIES SPECIFIED
4530C TOUT : CUTOFF TEMPERATURE BELOW WHICH NO CREEP OCCURS
4540C SNORM : NORMALIZING STRESS (IN PSI) FOR THE FOLLOWING CREEP PROPERTIES
4550C
4560C (ENTER NCTP OF THE FOLLOWING LINE)
F_,, 4570C
4580C LINE TEMP O R STRCUT
4590C
4600C TEMP : TEMPERATURE WHERE THESE CREEP PROPERTIES APPLY
4610C O : CREEP PROPERTY
1 4620C R : CREEP PROPERTY (CREEP STRAIN • O • STRESS "= R)




i 4670C Vl TIME AND TIME INCREMENTING CONTROL INPUT
I 4680C
4690C LINE N2M TCRP TINIT ECMAX SIGMAX ERMAX DELMIN DELMUL
4700C
F ,4` 4710C N2M NUMBER OF EQUAL TIME STEPS IN THIS LOAD CASE, IF N2M=O
4720C DYNAMIC TIME INCREMENTING WILL BE USED
III 4730C TCRP TOTAL TIME IN THIS LOAD CASE ( SECONDS ).
4740C TINIT INITIAL TIME STEP. IF THIS IS NOT THE FIRST LOAD CASE AND
475C_ 0.0 IS INPUT. ,S TIMES THE LAST CALCULATED TIME STEP OF THE
4760C PREVIOUS LOAD CASE IS USED. IF THIS IS THE FIRST LOAD CASE OR
i 4770C IF THIS IS THE FIRST LOAD CASE OF A RESTART AND 0.0 IS INPUT,
4780C DELMIN IS USED.
4790C ECMAX : MAXIMUM INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT DESIRED IN ANY TIME STEP.
4800C DEFAULT VALUE IS .000100.
48!0C SIGMAX : MAXIMUM CHANGE IN STRESS DESIRED IN ANY TIME STEP._ 4820C DEFAULT VALUE IS 1000 PSI.
4830C ERMAX : MAXIMUM ESTIMATED INTEGRATION ERROR ALLOWED IN ANY TIME STEP.
4840C DEFAULT IS .01 ( 1% ).
,_-' 4850C DELMIN : MINIMUM ALLOWABLE TIME STEP. DEFAULT VALUE IS .001 TIMES
i 4860C TCRP.
4870C DELMUL : MAXIMUM MULTIPLIER ALLOWED ON CURRENT TIME STEP IN




i 4920C VII CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
4930c
4940C LINE IDM ICON DELSIG DELEPS
4950C
4960C IDM : MATERIAL NUMBER
4970C ICON : CONVERGENCE CRITERIA CODE
4980C • 1 CHANGE IN EFFECTIVE STRESS FOR SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS
_ 4990C MUST BE LESS THAN DELSIG
'I ' 5000C = 2 CHANGE IN EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT FOR
5010C SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS MUST BE LESS THAN DELEPS DELEPS
F- -- /MHT3/INPUT -- PAGE= 6
141
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5020C - 3 BOTH CONDITIONS 1 AND 2 MUST BE SATISFIED, DEFAULT • 3
5030C DELSIG : CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EFFECTIVE STRESS.
5040C DEFAULT = .01"SIGMAX
5050C DELEPS : CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT.




5100C VIII INITIAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
5_I0C _
5120C LINE NDB i
5130C
5!40C NOB • NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
5150C _-_,
5160C ( ENTER NOB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES ) i
5170C i
5180C LINE N IDIR VALUE NENO NINC
5190C
5200C N : NODE NUMBER "_
5210C IDIR : DIRECTION CONSTRAINED i5220C • 1X CONSTRAINED ( ANY COMBINATION OF CODES, \
5230C = 2 Y CONSTRAINED i.e. 12, 13, OR 123
5240C = 3 Z CONSTRAINED MAY ALSO BE USED) F_ '
5250C VALUE : NUMERICAL VALUE OF CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT. DEFAULT IS 0.0
5260C NEND : LAST NODE NUMBER HAVING THIS CONSTRAINT, IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
5270C NINC : INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR CONSTRAINT GENERATION FROM N TO NEND
5280C DEFAULT IS 1. ( OPTIONAL )
5290C _-_
5300C
5310C .................................................................... _ i
5320C IX INITIAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES
B330C
5340C LINE NFB __ f
s_soc iB360C NFB : NUMBER OF APPLIED NODAL FORCE SPECIFICATIONS
537OC
53B0C ( ENTER NFB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES ) ,--_
5390C
5400C LINE N IOIR VALUE NEND NINC
5410C ._
5420C N : NODE NUMBER
5430C IDIR : DIRECTION OF APPLIED FORCE
5440C - 1X DIRECTION
5450C • 2 Y DIRECTION !
5460C • 3 Z DIRECTION
5470C VALUE : NUMERICAL VALUE OF FORCE TO BE APPLIED ( LBS )
5480C NEND : LAST NODE HAVING THIS APPLIED FORCE. IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED _
5490C NINC : INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR FORCE GENERATION FROM N TD NEND. !!
5500C DEFAULT I5 1. ( OPTIONAL )
B510C
5520C
5530<: .......................... " ......................................... / _;




5580C NTEMPS : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE INPUT LINES 'i
5590C I
5600C ( ENTER NTEMPS OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
5610<:
B620C LINE N TEMP ITYPE NEND NINC !
5630C '
5640C N : NODE NUMBER
5650C TEMP : TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F. )
5660C ITYPE : INDICATOR FOR TYPE OF TEMPERATURE REVISION _-_
5670C - 0 CHANGE NODAL TEMPERATURE TO TEMP / _
5680C • 1 INCREMENT NODAL TEMPERATURE BY TEMP ! i





TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE "10/16/B5 TIME # 10.27 PAGE- 8
iV"
i SG90C NEND : LAST NODE HAVING THE GIVEN TEMPERATURE. IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
: 5700C NINC : INCREMENT TO BE USED ON TEMPERATURE GENERATION FROM N TO NEND




5750C XI INITIAL ELEMENT PRESSURE LOADS
5760C
5770C LINE NPL
[ 5780C! 5790C NPL : NUMBER OF PRESSURE INPUT LINES
5800C
5810C ( ENTER NPL OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
5820C3 LINE NEL IFACE Pl P2 P3 P4 PB P6 P? P8 NEND NINC
I 5840C
5850C NEL : ELEMENT NUMBER
5860C IFACE : FACE NUMBER ( IFACE.GE.1.AND.IFACE.LE.6 )
! 5870C Pl : PRESSURE AT NODE 1 ( PSI )i 5BBDC P2, P3, P4, PS, P6, PT, P8 : PRESSURES AT NODES 2 ..... 8 ON THE FACE.
5890C IF OMITTED THEY ARE SET EQUAL TO Pl.
5900 (POSITIVE PRESSURES INDUCE COMPRESSION IN THE ELEMENT )
5910C NEND : LAST ELEMENT HAVING THIS PRESSURE LOADING. IF OMITTED NEL IS
f_ 5920C ASSUMED
_ 5930C NIND : INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR ELEMENT PRESSURE GENERATION FROM
5940C NEL TO NEND. IF OMITTED NEL IS ASSUMED
5950C
i_- 5960C5970C ....................................................................
5980C XII LOAD CASE INFORMATION, FINAL CONDITIONS
5990C
6000CmnmliimmmmmlmmgmmmmmmRmmmsmmleimmmnmlmmmnimmmmmmlmmmmmslmmmlmmmmtm
Y-' 6010<: XII,1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
6020C
! 6030C LINE RPM IAXIS IACC NTI
6040C
r_ 60BOCmm''mmmmmslmmmmmmmmllmmmmmslmlmlllmmmlmslsmlImasmmmsmsmmlmmammmmll
i 6060C XlI,2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR INERTIA OR GRAVITY LOADS6070C








t 6160C ( ENTER NDB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
6170C




6220C XlV NODAL APPLIED FORCES
6230C
F 6240C LINE NFB
) 6250C
6260(: ( ENTER NFB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
6270C
6280C LINE N IDIR VALUE NEND NINC
6290C' 30
6310C ....................................................................
6320C XV NODAL TEMPERATURES
!_ 6330C
_ 6340C LINE NTEMPS
6350C




TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH H-A PLA DATE =10/16185 TIME • 10.27 PAGE- 9
6360C ( ENTER NTEMPS OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
6370¢
6380C LINE N TEMP ITYPE NEND NINc
6390C
6400C -_
6410C ......................................................................6420C XVI ELEMENT =RESSURE LOADS
6430C
6440C LINE NPL
o.oc i26460C ( ENTER NPL OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
6470C


















_, TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH SIMPLE DATE -10/16/85 TIME = 10.28 PAGE,
_O00C ORGANIZATION OF INPUT
_- 1010C FOR T3CYAN WITH SIMPLE PLASTICITY AND SIMPLE CREEP
{ 1020C
1030C I HEADING AND CONTROL INFORMATION
1040C I.! TITLE CARD
_050C 1.2 PROBLEM SIZING
_-' 1060C 1.3 ANALYSIS AND RESTART OPTIONS
1070C I 4 EOUATION NUMBERING AND BANDING OPTIONS
!080C
1090C II NODE COORDINATES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
_I00C Ii._ NODE COORDINATES
_i 111OC II.2 LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS
, _120C
1130C ZII ELEMENT DEFINITION
1140C III.1 HEADER LINE FOR ELEMENT
r l_ 1150C III.2 2D NDDED SOLID DEFINITION
i 1160C
i 1170C IV LOAD CASE INFORMATION, INITIAL CONDITIONS
_lBOC I9.1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
1190C iV.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATIONS
; 1200C
1210C V MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
122DC V.1 MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
1230C V.1.11SOTROPIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES
1240C V.I.20RTHOTROPIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES
_'_ !2BOO V 2 ORTHOTROPIC AXES ORIENTATION TABLEi
! 1260C V.3 INELASTIC MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
127OC
128OC VZ TIME AND TIME INCREMENTING CONTROL
I 1290C
1300C VII CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
1310C
132DC VIII INITIAL NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
1330C
0-" 1340C IX INITIAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES
I _350C1360C X INITIAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
1370C
1380C XI INITIAL ELEMENT PRESSURE LOADS
/ 1390C
1400C XlI LOAD CASE INFORMATION, FINAL CONDITIONS
14_0C XII,I LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
1420C XII.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATION
_ 143DC
144DC XlII FINAL NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
50
1460C XIV FINAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES
1470C
_ 1480C XV FINAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
j 149DC




I 1540C I HEADING AND CONTROL INFORMATION
155OC
1560C I. 1 TITLE CARD
_ 1570C
i 15BOC LINE ITITLE1590C
1600C IT_TLE - ANY I TO 72 C_ARACTER T_TLE FOR THE ANALYSIS
!610C
i-- 16_OC....llllalml. Slm.mmllmlllllSSlSlmml.llllllllmmlmalalmillmll.lWSllll
_ ' 1630C 1.2 PROBLEM SIZING
1640C
1650C LINE NUMNP NM IT RTEM NLC
/-- 1660C
-- GE/MHINEP -- PAGE- 1
145
-'1
TITLE= INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH SIMPLE DATE =I0/16/85 TIME - 10.28 PAGE, 2
167OC NUMNP NUMBER OF STRUCTURAL NODES ( ENTER AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER FOR !
168OC TIMING SUMMARY ) i
169OC NM NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS ( MAXZMUM=3 )
17OOC IT THERMAL STRESS OPTION
171OC • O INCLUDE THERMAL LOADS "_
172OC • 1 IGNORE THERMAL LOADS
1730C RTEM REFERENCE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F )
174DC NLC NUMBER OF LOAD CASES
l?5OC
_60Ctum_awmamltmsmmRswamlssamimmsssmmamamummmlsmasm•mmlum_selluelm•nwmnm
1770C 1,3 ANALYSIS AND RESTART OPTIONS
1780C
1790C LINE LAWCRP NOUT NRESTA ZNREST MASSCD
1800C _,._
1BLOC LAWCRP TYPE OF INELASTIC ANALYSIS I
1B2DC = 0 ELASTIC ANALYSIS i
1830C • I HAISLER-ALLEN PLASTICITY
184DC • 2 SECONDARY CREEP MODEL
185OC =12 PLASTICITY AND CREEP COMBINED _-_
IBEDC NDUT OUTPUT FILE CREATION OPTION
187OC • O DO NOT CREATE OUTPUT FILE
1880(: - I CREATE OUTPUT FILE
1B9OC NRESTA RESTART OPTION
1900C • 0 THIS IS NOT A RESTART RUN _"_
191OC > O INPUT THE LOAD CASE FROM WHICH THE RESTART IS TO PROCEED i
t92OC NDTE:(OUTPUT FROM THIS CASE MUST HAVE BEENPREVIOUSLY PUT ON AN OUTPUT
193OC FILE. THE FIRST NEW LOAD CASE WILL BE LABELED AS NRESTA * t.)
1940C ,-_
195OC INREST : LOAD CASE NUMBER ZN THE CURRENT INPUT FILE WHICH BECOMES
196DC THE FIRST NEW LOAD CASE TO BE SOLVED WHEN RESTARTING. WHERE
1B?OC ( 1.LE.ZNREST,LE.NLC ). ZF 0 IS INPUT ZNREST • 1 IS ASSUMED
1980C
1990C MASSCD : MASS MATRZX FLAG _""
2000C = 0 DO ND_ CREATE MASS MATRZX !
2010C - 1 CREATE LUMPED MASS MATRIX
2020C • 2 CREATE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX
203OC _
205OC 1.4 EQUATION NUMBERING AND BANDING 0PTZONS /
206OC
2070C LINE N ZBAND ZPBAND
2D80C
2D9DC N KEY CODE !
2100C • D NO NUMBERING OR BANDING
211OC • -1ACTIVATE NUMBERING AND BANDING 0PTZON
212OC 1BAND BANDING OPTION
213OC - O USE DEFAULT OPTION F_
2140C - _ ASSUME NODE NUMBER 1S THE SAME AS MATRIX P0S_T_ON
215OC - 2 ASSUME INPUT NODE ORDER DEFINES MATRIX PDSZTZON
216OC IPBAND : PRINTOUT OPTION
2170C • D NO PRINTOUT OF EOUAT_ON NUMBERS




2220C Z! NODE COORDINATES AND TRANSFORMATIONS /_,
223OC i
2_DC_m_mm••m_mm•m_m•mmmmmmm_mmmmmm_•mmmm mm_••m_mmm•m_m_mmm•_••_m !
225OC I_.1 NODE COORDINATES
2260C
227OC (ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINE FOR EACH NODE) )
228OC \ i,I
229OC L_NE N X Y Z
23OOC
2310<: N : NODE NUMBER "-_
232DC X : NODE X C00RDZNATE i /
2330C Y : NODE Y COORDINATE I
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2340(: Z : NODE Z COORDINATE
_? 23BOC
/ 236OC (AFTER THE LAST NODE ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINE)
237OC
238OC LINE O NSKEW
F_ 2390C NSKEW : INDICATOR FOR LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION
i i 24OOC = O NONE WILL BE INPUTI
241OC • 1 ONE OR MORE WILL BE INPUT
2420<:
. _43OCwmm•Ba•uumu•tm•uw•mlImRsmtm•lmslw•smmglwmiRamm••sll••.•.l•l•••l••ml•
244OC II.2 LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS
245OC
246OC IF(NSKEW.GT.O)
2470<: ( ENTER ALL NODES WITH LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS)
F 248OC
249OC LINE N NO NI Nd
25OOC LINE O
251OC
252OC N : NODE NUMBER HAVING A ROTATED LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
253OC NO : NODE ON LOCAL X AXIS
254OC NZ : NODE ON LOCAL X AXIS IN THE _X DIRECTION FROM NO
i! 255OC NJ : NODE IN LOCAL XY PLANE SUCH THAT THE *Z AXIS IS IN THE
256OC DIRECTION OF THE VECTOR P3 • (NO-NI) X (NO-Nd). THE _Y AXIS IS





_- 262OC Ill ELEMENT DEFINITION
'! 2630C
_i _6_OCwmm•Imm,.wa•mlmamlam•mmlimsm•.Bl•mm.nm•smm..mml.m_.liaamlmmmmmlm.lm •
2650C 1II.1 HEADER LINE FOR ELEMENT DATA
2660C
'I ' 2670C LINE IPRINT
i 268OC IPRINT : ELEMENT DATA EXTENDED PRINTOUT OPTION
2690C " 0 NONE
27C_C • 1 DUMP VOLUMES AND DISTORTION PARAMETERS
_"-- 271OC " 2 ALS0 DUMP ELEMENT STIFFNESSES
272OC • 3 ALS0 DUMP ELEMENT EOUIVALENT NODAL FORCES AND MASSES
I 273OC
2_40Cmmm,Rmm,mmmmatm.mm.mmmmmlmmmwmmmlmmlm.•lmmmmmmmmmmmm.••mmmmmsmmm.mm,
275OC III.2 20 NODED SOLID DEFINITION
276OC
,' 2?TOC (ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINES FOR EACH ELEMENT)
I... 2_soc
279OC LINE NEL N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N? N8 N9 N10 N11 N12
F' 2BOOC LINE N13 N14 N15 N16 NI? N18 N19 N20 IMAT IDR




F" 285OC NEL : ELEMENT NUMBER
I 2860C N1 ... N20 : NODES DEFINING THE ELEMENT ( SEE FIG III.2 )
! 2870C IMAT : MATERIAL NUMBER
2880<: IOR : ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL AXIS SYSTEM INDICATOR
2890C • 0 ISOTROPIC MATERIAL
_: 2900C (1.LE.IOR.LE.99) IDR IS ORIENTATION IDENTIFIER OF SYSTEM}





29?0(: IV LOAD CASE INFORMATION, INITIAL CONDITIONS
298OC
( 29_ "mm'mmmmmml'mmmmmm'mmm_l_lm_•m''mm''_m_lmmmmmmmmmmmmm_mmmm_mmm_"
( 3OOOC IV.1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
!
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3010C
3020C LINE RPM IAXIS ]ACC NPCI NTI _THST i
303OC
3040C RPM : ROTATIONAL SPEED IN RPM
305OC IAXIS : GLOBAL AXIS ABOUT WHICH STRUCTURE IS ROTATING _
3060C • i X AXIS ! :,
3070C • 2 Y AXIS I
308OC = 3 Z AXIS
3090C IACC : INDICATOR FOR INPUT OF ACCE&ERATON LOADS IN GROUP IV.2
31C<_C " 0 NO INPUT _
3110C • 1 ACCELERATION LOADS ARE INPUT
3120C NPCI : INDICATOR FOR A CHANGE IN MATERIAL PROPERTIES
313OC - 0 NO CHANGE TO MATERIAL PROPERTIES
3140C • 1 CHANGE ELASTIC PROPERTIES ( GROUPS V.1 AND V.2) _
3150C • 2 CHANGE INELASTIC PROPERTIES ( GROUP V.3 ) I
3160C • 12 CHANGE ELASTIC AND INELASTIC PROPERTIES i
3170C NOTE: IF THIS IS FIRST LOAD CASE, PROGRAM SETS NPCI=12
3180C
3190C NTI : NUMBER OF NODAL TEMPERATURES WHICH ARE RESPECIFIED, "_
3200C - 0 NO RESPECIFIED TEMPERATURES, STIFFNESS IS RECDMPUTED i
3210C - -1 NO RESPECIFZED TEMPERATURES, STIFFNESS IS NOT RECOMPUTED
322OC • O NTI RESPECIFIED TEMPERATURES, STIFFNESS IS RECOMPUTED
323OC ITHST : TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT OPTION
3240C • 0 INCLUDE THERMAL STRAINS IN TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT
3250¢ - 1 DO NOT INCLUDE THERMAL STRAINS IN TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT t
3260C
3_70Cmml_nmmmmmusmmnIt...•..wmmmsmmm_mall••m•=am•••tsmmm•mmmm•••llms••lms
32B0C IV.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATION FOR INERTIAL OR GRAVITY LOADS
3290C
3300C IF(IACC.GT.O) /
3310C LINE ACCELX ACCELY ACCELZ
3320C
333OC ACCELX : ACCELERATION OF STRUCTURE ( IN/SEC=-2 ) IN GLOBAL X _-_
334OC ACCELY : ACCELERATION OF STRUCTURE ( IN/SEC-'2 ) IN GLOBAL Y i




3390C V MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (.
3400C
34_OCwlQmmawmmmmssmmulmmmmmm_mmsmmsessmlIls_m_-mmm•m_m_ _'m_m_mm_mlm_
342OC V.1 ELASTIC CONSTANTS _'!
3430C
3440C IF(NPCI.EQ.l.0R.NPCI.EO.12)
3450C (ENTER NM OF THE FOLLOWING LINES)
3460¢
347OC LINE MTN NMT DEN "_
3480C
3490C MTN : MATERIAL NUMBER ( MTN.GE.I.AND.MTN.LE.NM )
35_ (IF MATERIAL IS ISOTROPIC, INPUT MTN AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER
351OC TO SIMPLIFY INPUT) , _I
3520C NMT : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES AT WHICH ELASTIC PROPERTIES WILL BE /
3530C GIVEN FOR THIS MATERIAL
3540C DEN : WEIGHT DENSITY OF THE MATERIAL ( POUNDS/IN''3 )
3550C
3560C#################################################################### _
357C_ V.l.1 ISOTROPIC MATERIAL i
3580C
3590C ZF(MTN.LT.O)
3600C ( ENTER N_T OF THESE LINES ) __
3610C
3620C LINE TEMP E PR AL
3630C
364C_ TEMP : TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F. )
3650C E : ELASTIC MODULUS ( 10-•6 P.S.I. )
3660C PR : POISSON'S RATIO _
367OC AL : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION ( IO==-6 IN/IN-DEG. F. ) )
-- GE/Pe4INEP -- PAGE= 4 ;_
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F 3680C
i 3690C#m_w###m#####m######mw#########_nm_#_##w##_m#m#####_mwm_m_#mNmmmH{ 3700C V.1.20RTHOTRDPIC MATERIAL
3710C
F 3720C IF(MTN.GT.O)
i 3730C (ENTER NMT OF THE FOLLOWING LINES)4 DIRECTIO S 1,2,3 C RRESPOND TO THE MATERIAL ORTHOTROPIC AXES X'.Y'.Z')3750C
3760C LINE TEMP Ell E22 E33 NU12 NU13 NU23 G12 G23 G31 ALl AL2 AL3
[_ 3770C
3780C TEMP : TEMPERATURE AT WHICH PROPERTIES ARE GIVEN ( DEG. F. )
3790C Ell : ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE ! DIRECTION
38(_DC E22 : ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 2 DIRECTION
3810C E33 : ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 3 DIRECTION
_ 3820C NU12 : POZSSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 1 AND 2
/ 3830C NU13 : POISSDN'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 1 AND 3
/ 3840C NU23 : POISSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 2 AND 3
3850C G12 : SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 1-2 PLANE
3860C G23 : SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 2-3 PLANE
3870C G31 : SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 3-1 PLANE
3880C ALl : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 1 DIRECTION
3890C AL2 : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 2 DIRECTION
3900C AL3 : MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 3 DIRECTION
/ .... 3910C
I 39_0C'ImmimamllmBlmmBmmmmBllmmlmmmllmlmmllmllmlmllllma.llllmmlmlmlllmll.l




3970C NOR : NUMBER OF ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS
3BBOC (O.LE.NOR.LE.IO) i.e. MAX OF 10 ORIENTATION SYSTEMS ALLOWED
3990C (NOTE: IF THE MATERIALS ARE ISOTROPIC OR THE ORTHOTROPIC AXES
F- 4_C COINCIDE WITH THE GLOBAL AXES, ENTER O)
4010C ENTER O. ( MAXIMUM OF 10 SPECIFICATIONS ALLOWED )
) 4020C
4030C IF(NOR.GT.O)
4040C ( ENTER NOR LINES OF THE FOLLOWING )
F- 4osoc
i 4060C LINE I NO NP NO
_. 4070C
4080C I : ORIENTATION IDENTIFIER ( IOR IN ELEMENT INPUT )
F 4090C NO, NP, NO : NODE NUMBERS IDENTIFYING ORTHOTROPIC AXES ( SEC. II.2 )4100C
i 4110C,mmmmmmnm..mmm_m.ms.sm.mmammsmmmamlmsm.mmn.m.mmmsum.llm.m..msmmm.t. a
412C_ V.3 INELASTIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
4130C
4140C (IF NPCI.EQ.2.0R.NPCI.EQ.12 )
4150C (IF LAWCRP.EQ.l.0R.LAWCRP.EQ.12)
4160C (ENTER MTN OF THE NEXT FOUR LINE SETS - MTN,SSTEMP,PPV)
4170C
4180C LINE MTN NPTS NTM
i 4190C
( 42_C MTN : MATERIAL NUMBER
! 4210C NPTS : NUMBER OF STRESS-STRAIN POINTS PER CURVE
4220C NTM : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES FOR WHICH STRESS-STRAIN CURVES ARE GIVEN
_.- 423Cx_
4240C
i 4250C LINE SSTEMP(1) SSTEMP(2) ..... SSTEMP(NTM)
4260C
427C_ 5STEMP : ARRAY OF TEMPERATURES WHERE STRESS-STRAIN CURVES ARE GIVEN
_- 4280C (IN INCREASING ORDER)
I 4290C
• 43(_0C LINE PPV(MTN,Z,I,1) PPV(MTN,I.1,2)
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4350C LINE PPV(MTN,I,NPT$,I) PPV(MTN.I.NPTS,2) ;i
4360C
4370C PPV(MTN,I,J.1) : STRESS VALUES IN INCREASING ORDER FROM d-_ TO NPTS
4380C FOR TEMPERATURE I AND MATERIAL MTN _
4390C PPV(MTN,I,_,2) : STRAIN VALUES IN INCREASING ORDER FROM J-1 TO NPT$ , ,
44CK3C FOR TEMPERATURE I AND MATERIAL MTN
4410C
4420C (IF LAWCRP.EQ.2.0R.LAWCRP.EO.12)
4430C (ENTER MTN OF THE FOLLOWING TWO LINE SETS) i
4440C L
4450C LINE NCTP TCUT SNORM
4460C
4470C NCTP : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES WHERE CREEP PROPERTIES SPECIFIED
4480C TCUT : CUTOFF TEMPERATURE BELOW WHICH NO CREEP OCCURS _
4490C SNDRM : NORMALIZING STRESS (IN PSI) FOR THE FOLLOWING CREEP PROPERTIES I
4500C I
4510C (ENTER NCTP OF THE FOLLOWING LINE)
4520C
4530C LINE TEMP Q R STRCUT I
4540C
4550C TEMP : TEMPERATURE WHERE THESE CREEP PROPERTIES APPLY
4560C O : CREEP PROPERTY
4570C R : CREEP PROPERTY (CREEP STRAIN • O • STRESS '' R) _




4620C VI TIME AND TIME INCREMENTING CONTROL INPUT I
4E30C
4E40C LINE N2M TCRP TINIT ECMAX SIGMAX ERMAX DELMIN DELMUL
4650C
4660C N2M NUMBER OF EQUAL TIME STEPS IN THIS LOAD CASE, IF N2M•O
4ETOC DYNAMIC TIME INCREMENTING WILL BE USED
4680C TCRP TOTAL TIME IN THIS LOAD CASE ( SECONDS ).
4g90C TINIT INITIAL TIME STEP. IF THIS IS NOT THE FIRST LOAD CASE AND
47_C 0.0 IS INPUT, .5 TIMES THE LAST CALCULATED TIME STEP OF THE
4710C PREVIOUS LOAD CASE IS USED. IF THIS IS THE FIRST LOAD CASE OR F_
4720C IF THIS IS THE FIRST LOAD CASE OF A RESTART AND O.O IS INPUT.
4730C OELMIN IS USED,
4740C ECMAX : MAXIMUM INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT DESIRED IN ANY TIME STEP.
4750C DEFAULT VALUE IS .o00100.
4760C SIGMAX : MAXIMUM CHANGE IN STRESS DESIRED IN ANY TIME STEP.
477C_ DEFAULT VALUE IS 1000 PSI.
4780C ERMAX : MAXIMUM ESTIMATED INTEGRATION ERROR ALLOWED IN ANY TIME STEP.
4790C DEFAULT IS .01 ( 1% ).
4800C DELMIN : MINIMUM ALLOWABLE TIME STEP. DEFAULT VALUE IS .001 TIMES _
48_0C TCRP.
4820C DELMUL : MAXIMUM MULTIPLIER ALLOWED ON CURRENT TIME STEP IN
4830C CALCULATING THE NEXT TIME STEP. DEFAULT • 1.5
4840C
4850C
4860C ........ ............................................................. i
A870C VII CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
488(3(:
4890C LINE IDM ICON DELSIG DELEPS _'_
4900C i
4_10C IDM : MATERIAL NUMBER
4920C ICON : CONVERGENCE CR%TERIA CODE
4930C • 1 CHANGE IN EFFECTIVE STRESS FOR SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS
4BACK_ MUST BE LESS THAN DELSIG
ABSOC • 2 CHANGE IN EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT FOR I
4960(: SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS MUST BE LESS THAN DELEPS DELEPS
4970(: • 3 BOTH CONDITIONS 1 AND 2 MUST BE SATISFIED, DEFAULT • 3
4980C DELSIG : CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EFFECTIVE STRESS.
4990(: DEFAULT • .01"SIGMAX
5000C OELEPS : CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT.
S010C DEFAULT • .01=ECMAX








5050C VIIi INITIAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
5060C
i _ 5070C LINE NDB( 5o8oc5090C NDB • NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
5100C
5110C ( ENTER NDB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
r 5120C
5130C LINE N IDIR VALUE NEND NINC
5140C
5150C N : NODE NUMBER
_ 5160C IDIR : DIRECTION CONSTRAINED
5170C = 1X CONSTRAINED ( ANY COMBINATION OF CODES,
51BOC • 2 Y CONSTRAINED i.e. 12, 13, OR 123
5190C • 3 Z CONSTRAINED MAY ALSO BE USED)
5200C VALUE : NUMERICAL VALUE OF CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT. DEFAULT IS O.O
5210C NEND : LAST NODE NUMBER HAVING THIS CONSTRAINT. IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
5220C NINC : INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR CONSTRAINT GENERATION FROM N TO NEND








; 531OC NFB : NUMBER OF APPLIED NODAL FORCE SPECIFICATIONS
I 5320C
5330C ( ENTER NFB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
5340C
.) 5350C LINE N IDIR VALUE NEND NINCI 5360C
i 5370C N : NODE NUMBER
5380C IDIR : DIRECTION OF APPLIED FORCE
5390C • 1X DIRECTION
F " 5400C = 2 Y DIRECTION
) 5410C = 3 Z DIRECTIONl
5420C VALUE : NUMERICAL VALUE OF FORCE TD BE APPLIED ( LBS )
5430C NEND : LAST NODE HAVING THIS APPLIED FORCE. IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
F 5440C NINC : INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR FORCE GENERATION FROM N TO NEND.




J 5490C x INITIAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
) 5500C
" S510C LINE NTEMPS
5520C
+--- 5530C NTEMPS : NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE INPUT LINES
I 554_J
5550C ( ENTER NTEMPS OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
5560C
557(_:; LINE N TEMP ITYPE NEND NINC
55B_
i 559_ N : NODE NUMBER
li 5600C TEMP : TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F. )
5610C ITYPE : INDICATOR FOR TYPE OF TEMPERATURE REVISION
5620C - 0 CHANGE NODAL TEMPERATURE TO TEMP
5630C = 1 INCREMENT NODAL TEMPERATURE BY TEMP
5640C NEND : LAST NODE HAVING THE GIVEN TEMPERATURE. IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
5650C NINC : INCREMENT TO BE USED ON TEMPERATURE GENERATION FROM N TO NEND.SBBOC IF OMITTED_ IS ASSUMED
F BS_OC
i 56BOC
-- GE/MHINEP -- PAGE • 7
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5690C ....................................................................




5740C NPL : NUMBER OF PRESSURE INPUT LINES i
5750C
5760C ( ENTER NPL OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
577OC ,..._
5780C LINE NEL IFACE Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P? P8 NEND NINC
5790C i
58CX3C NEL : ELEMENT NUMBER
5810C IFACE : FACE NUMBER ( IFACE.GE.I,AND.IFACE.LE.6 )
5820C P! : PRESSURE AT NODE 1 ( PSI ) '_
5830C P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, PT. P8 : PRESSURES AT NODES 2 ..... 8 ON THE FACE. i
5840C IF OMITTED THEY ARE SET EQUAL TO Pl.
5850 (POSITIVE PRESSURES INDUCE COMPRESSION IN THE ELEMENT )
5860C NEND : LAST ELEMENT HAVING THIS PRESSURE LOADING. IF OMITTED NEL IS
5870C ASSUMED _




5930C XII LOAD CASE INFORMATION, FINAL CONDITIONS
5940C
595O<: ....... "''-''''''''-''-'''''-''" ..................................
5960C XII.1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD _,
5970C
59BOC LINE RPM IAXIS IACC NTI
5990C
6_CtlllSmllmmmmmmlStllmmlmmmllml_llmlmwmlllmmmmtmlmlgmmIimmlmmmmmmlml
6010C XII.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR INERTIA OR GRAVITY LOADS








6110C ( ENTER NOB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES ) /6120C




6170C XIV NODAL APPLIED FORCES
6180C
6190C LINE NF6 _
620@C
6210C ( ENTER NFB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
6220C








6310C ( ENTER NTEMPS OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
6320C
6330(: LINE N TEMP ITYPE NENO NINC
6340C
6350C i
-- GE/MHINEP -- PAGEe 8 '_
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• 636OC .....................................................................




r • 6410C ( ENTER NPL OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )J
' 642OC
643OC LINE NEL IFACE Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 NEND NINC
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1000C ORGANIZATION OF INPUT
I010C
1020C I HEADING AND CONTROL INFORMATION
I030C I. 1 TITLE CARD
1040C 1.2 PROBLEM SIZING _
1050C 1.3 ANALYSIS AND RESTART OPTIONS l_
1060C :,4 EQUATION NUMBERING AND BANDING OPTIONS
I070C
1080C II NODE COORDINATES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
1090C II. 1 NODE COORDINATES ,"_
1100C II.2 LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS
1110C
1120C IZI ELEMENT DEFINITION
1130C III.1 HEADER LINE FOR ELEMENT
1140C III.2 20 NODED SOLID DEFINITION
1150C
11SOC IV LOAD CASE INFORMATION. INITIAL CONDITIONS
1170C IV.1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
1180C IV.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATIONS _-_
1190C i
1200C V MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES i
1210C V I MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
1220C V. 1. 11SDTROPIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES
123OC V.1.20RTHOTR0PIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES _-_
1240C V 20RTHOTROPIC AXES ORIENTATION TABLE !
125OC v 3 INELASTIC MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
126OC
127OC VI TIME AND TIME INCREMENTING CONTROL
128OC _'
1290C VII CONVERGENCE CRITERIA i
13OOC
1310C VIII INITIAL NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
1320C _-_
1330C IX INITIAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES i
1340C i
1350C X INITIAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
1360C
1370C xI INITIAL ELEMENT PRESSURE LOADS _-=
1380C
1390C XII LOAD CASE INFORMATION. FINAL CONDITIONS
1400C XII.I LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
1410C xIZ.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATION
!420C
143OC XIII FINAL NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
1440C
1450C XlV FINAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES
1460C _-_
147OC xv FINAL NODAL TEMPERATURES I
_48oc !
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1580C ITITLE • ANY 1 TO 72 CHARACTER TITLE FOR THE ANALYSIS
1590C
1600C 1.2 PROBLEM SIZING
1610C
1620C LINE NUMNP NM IT RTEM NLC
1G30C NUMNP • NUMBER OF STRUCTURAL NODES ( ENTER AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER FOR
t 1640C TIMING SUMMARY )
! 1650C NM • NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS ( MAXIMUM•3 )
1660C IT • THERMAL STRESS OPTION
1670C • 0 INCLUDE THERMAL LOADS
_- 1680C • 1 IGNORE THERMAL LOADS
1690C RTEM • REFERENCE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F )
1700C
1710C 1.3 ANALYSIS AND RESTART OPTIONS
1720C
I 1730C LINE LAWCRP NOUT NRESTA INREST1740C LAWCRP - TYPE OF INELASTIC ANALYSIS
_' 1750C - 0 ELASTIC ANALYSIS
1760C - 1 ISOTHERMAL BODNER MODEL
F- 1770C NOUT • OUTPUT FILE CREATION OPTION
! 1780C • 0 DO NOT CREATE OUTPUT FILE
iI _790C - 1 CREATE OUTPUT FILE
180QC NRESTA - RESTART OPTION
1BLOC - 0 THIS IS NOT A RESTART RUN
,_ 1820C > 0 INPUT THE LOAD CASE FROM WHICH THE RESTART IS TO PROCEED
I 1830C ( OUTPUT FROM THIS CASE MUST HAVE BEEN PREVIDUSLY PUT ON AN OUTPUT
! 1840C FILE ). THE FIRST NEW LOAD CASE WILL BE LABELED AS NRESTA _ 1.
1850C INREST • LOAD CASE NUMBER IN THE CURRENT INPUT FILE WHICH BECOMES
1860C THE FIRST NEW LOAD CASE TO BE SOLVED WHEN RESTARTING, WHERE
r- -
i 1870C ( 1.LE.INREST.LE.NLC ). IF 0 IS INPUT INREST - I IS ASSUMED
1880C
1890C 1.4 EQUATION NUMBERING AND BANDING OPTIONS
1900C
1910C LINE N IBANO IPBANDy -
1920C N - KEY CODE, ENTER -1 TO ACTIVATE THIS OPTION
I 1930C IBAND - BANDING OPTION
1940C 0 • USE DEFAULT OPTION
1950C 1 • ASSUME NODE NUMBER IS THE SAME AS MATRIX POSITION
_ 1960C 2 • ASSUME INPUT NODE ORDER DEFINES MATRIX POSITION
f_ 1970C IPBAND " PRINTOUT OPTION
I 1980C O • NO PRINTOUT OF EQUATION NUMBERS
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203OC II NODE COORDINATES AND TRANSFORMATIONS J
204OC (
205OC II.l NODE COORDINATES
206OC
207OC LINE N X Y Z "-_
2080C N • NODE NUMBER i
209OC X • NOOE X COORDINATE
21OOC v = NODE Y COORDINATE
211OC Z • NODE Z COORDINATE
212OC
213OC AFTER THE LAST NODE ENTER THE FOLLOWING LINE J
214OC I
215OC LINE O NSKEW
21GOC NSKEW • INDICATOR FOR LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION _,
217OC 0 • NONE WILL BE INPUT
218OC 1 • ONE DR MORE WILL BE INPUT !
219OC
22OOC I1.2 LOCAL NODE COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS
=21oc
222OC ( IF NSKEW • O. ENTER ALL NODES WITH LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM )
2230(: TRANSFORMATIONS)
224OC
225OC LINE N NO NI Nd
226OC N = NODE NUMBER HAVING A ROTATED LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM _
227OC NO • NODE ON LOCAL X AXIS I
228_ NI • NODE ON LOCAL X AXIS IN THE +X DIRECTION FROM NO
229OC Nd • NODE IN LOCAL XY PLANE SUCH THAT THE *Z AXIS IS IN THE
23_C DIRECTION OF THE VECTOR P3 - (NO-NI) X (NO-NO). THE *Y AXIS IS _-_231OC IN THE DIRECTION OF THE VECTOR P2 • P3 X (NO-NI)
232OC i
233OC ( AFTER THE LAST NODE HAVING A LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM ENTER A LINE
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2400C III ELEMENT DEFINITION
2410C
i 2420C III.1 HEADER LINE FOR ELEMENT DATA2430C
2440C LINE IPRINT(2)
2450C IPRINT(2) - ELEMENT DATA EXTENDED PRINTOUT OPTION
2460C 0 = NONE
I 2470C 1 • DUMP VOLUMES AND DISTORTION PARAMETERS
I 2480C 2 • ALSO DUMP ELEMENT STIFFNESSES
2490C 3 • ALSO DUMP ELEMENT EQUIVALENT NODAL FORCES AND MASSES
2500¢
I 2510C III.2 20 NODED SOLID DEFINITION
t 2520C
2530C LINE NEL N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N? N8 N9 N10 Nll N12
2540C LINE N13 N14 N15 N16 N17 N18 N19 N20 ZMAT IOR
2550C LINE NO NP NO ( OPTIONAL LINE. ENTER ONLY _F IOR • 100)
2560C NEL • ELEMENT NUMBER
2570C N1 ... N20 • NODES DEFINING THE ELEMENT ( SEE FIG III.2 )
25BOC 1MAT • MATERIAL NUMBER
2590C ZOR = ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL AXIS SYSTEM INDICATOR
- 2600C IOR • 0 ISOTROPIC MATERIAL
2610C IOR.GE.l.AND.IOR.LE.99 ORTHOTROPIC AXES SPECIFIED BY THE TABLE
i 2620C GIVEN UNDER MATERIAL DATA SECTION V.2
2630C IQR=100 ORTHOTROPIC AXES DEFINED BY OPTIONAL LINE OF INPUT
F- 2640C














T_TLE= INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BODNER DATE -10/16/85 TIME • 10.28 PAGE- 5
2710C IV LOAD CASE INFORMATION, INITIAL CONDITIONS )
2720C i
2730C IV.I LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
2740C
2750C LINE RPM IAXIS IACC NPCI NTI ITHST
2760C RPM - ROTATIONAL SPEED IN RPM i
2770C IAXIS = GLOBAL AXIS ABOUT WHICH STRUCTURE IS ROTATING
2780C 1 = X AXIS
2790C 2 • Y AXIS
2800C 3 • Z AXIS _'_
2810C IACC • INDICATOR FOR INPUT OF ACCELERATDN LOADS IN GROUP IV.2
2820C 0 • NO INPUT i
2830C 1 = (NPUT
2840C NPCI • INDICATOR FOR A CHANGE IN MATERIAL PROPERTIES
2850C 0 • NO CHANGE TO MATERIAL PROPERTIES
2860C I • CHNAGE ELASTIC PROPERTIES ( GROUPS V.1 AND V.2)
2870C 2 • CHANGE INELASTIC PROPERTIES ( GROUP V.3 )
2880C 12 • CHANGE ELASTIC AND INELASTIC PROPERTIES
2890C NTI - NUMBER OF NODAL TEMPERATURES WHICH ARE RESPECIFIED, _-_
2900C 0 - NO RESPECIFIED TEMPERATURES BUT STIFFNESS IS RECOMPUTEO
2910C = NO RESPECIFIED TEMPERATURES AND STIFFNESS IS NOT RECOMPUTED
2920C ITHST • TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT OPTION
2930C 0 • INCLUDE THERMAL STRAINS IN TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT
2940C I = DO NOT INCLUDE THERMAL STRAINS IN TOTAL STRAIN PRINTOUT F-_
2esoc !
2960C IV.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATION FOR INERTIAL OR GRAVITY LOADS i
29700
2980C ( ENTER ONLY IF IACC • 0 )
2990C
3C,00C LINE ACCELX ACCELY ACCELZ
3010C ACCELX • ACCELERATION OF STRUCTURE ( IN/SEC•*2 ) IN GLOBAL X
3020C ACCELY = ACCELERATION OF STRUCTURE ( IN/SEC''2 ) IN GLOBAL Y
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TITLE• INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BODNER DATE ,I0/16/85 TIME • 10.28 =AGE• 6
3070C v MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
3080C
309OC V.1 ELASTIC CONSTANTS ( ENTER NM GROUPS )
i 3_00C
311OC LINE MTN NMT DEN
312OC MTN - MATERIAL NUMBER ( MTN.GE.1.AND,MTN.LE.NM )
313OC (IF MATERIAL IS ISOTROPIC. INPUT MTN AS A NEGATIVE NUMBER TO
F 314OC SIMPLIFY INPUT)
/ 315OC NMT - NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES AT WHICH ELASTIC PROPERTIES WILL BE
316OC GIVEN FOR THIS MATERIAL
317OC DEN • WEIGHT DENSITY OF THE MATERIAL ( POUNDS/IN•=3 )
F- 3180C
[ 319OC v.I.1 ISDTROPIC MATERIAL
32OOC
3210C ( IF MTN < 0,' ENTER NMT OF THESE LINES )
322OCF
i 323OC LINE TEMP E PR AL
_r 324OC TEMP • TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F. )
325OC E = ELASTIC MODULUS ( 10••6 P,S,Z, )
326OC PR • POISSDN'S RATIO
327OC AL • MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION ( IO'''6 IN/IN--DEG. F. )
328OC
i 329OC V.1.20RTHOTR0PIC MATERIAL
33OOC
331OC ( ZF MTN > O, ENTER NMT OF THESE LINES. THE DIRECTIONS !,2,3
I'-- 332OC CORRESPOND TO THE MATERIAL DRTHOTROPIC AXES X',Y',Z'. )
,i 333OC
'i 334OC LINE TEMP Elt E22 E33 NUt2 NU13 NU23 G12 G23 G31 ALl AL2 AL3
335OC TEMP • TEMPERATURE AT WHICH PROPERTIES ARE GIVEN ( DEG. F. )
336OC Ell • ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 1 DIRECTION
_ 33TOC E22 = ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 2 DZRECTZON
'i 338OC E33 - ELASTIC MODULUS IN THE 3 DIRECTION
339OC NU12 • POISSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 1 AND 2
34OOC NUt3 • POZSSON'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 1 AND 3
]- 3410C NU23 = PDISSDN'S RATIO RELATING DIRECTIONS 2 AND 3
! 342OC G12 = SHEAR MODULUS IN THE !-2 PLANE
I 343OC G23 • SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 2-3 PLANE
344OC G31 = SHEAR MODULUS IN THE 3-1 PLANE
345OC ALl • MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 1 DIRECTION
_ 346OC AL2 = MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION IN THE 2 DIRECTION
i 347OC AL3 • MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION ZN THE 3 DIRECTION348OC
349OC V.2 ORTHDTROPIC AXIS ORIENTATION TABLE
35OOC
351OC LINE NOR
'! 352OC NOR • NUMBER OF ORIENTATION SPECIFICATIONS. IF THE MATERIALS ARE3s3oc ISDTROPI¢ORTHEORTHOTRDPlCAxEsCOINCIDEWITHTHEGLOSALAXES
354(3(3 ENTER O. ( MAXIMUM OF 10 SPECIFICATIONS ALLOWED )
i_- 3ssoc3s6oc [ ENTERNORLINESOFTHEFOLLOWZNG)) 3S?OC
358OC LINE I NO NP NQ
359OC I • ORIENTATION IDENTIFIER ( I0R IN ELEMENT INPUT )
f 3600C NO, NP, NQ = NODE NUMBERS IDENTIFYING ORTHOTRDPZC AXES ( SEC. II.2 )3610C3620C V.3 INELASTIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
3630C
-_ 3640C LINE MTN NCTEM3650C MTN • MATERIAL NUMBER
'! 3660C NCTEM • NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES AT WHICH INELASTIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
3670C WILL BE GIVEN FOR THIS MATERIAL
368OC
369OC ( ENTER NCTEM OF THE FOLLOWING L_NES )37OOC
3710C LINE TEMP D AN ZO ZI Z2 AM A R
3720C TEMP • TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES F
373OC D, AN, ZO, Z1. Z2, AM. A, R • MATERIAL PARAMETERS REOUIRED FOR BODNER'S
i
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TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BODNER DATE •10/16/85 TIME • 1D.28 _AGE- 8
3780C VI TIME AND TIME INCREMENTING CONTROL INPUT
F 3790C
3800C LINE N2M TCRP TINIT ECMAX SIGMAX ERMAX DELMIN DELMULL
' 38!0C N2M • NUMBER OF EOUAL TIME STEPS IN THIS LOAD CASE, IF N2M•O
3820C DYNAMIC TIME INCREMENTING WILL BE USED
3830C TCRP = TOTAL TIME IN THIS LOAD CASE ( SECONDS ).
- 3840C TINrT - INITIAL TIME STEP. IF THIS IS NOT THE FIRST LOAD CASE AND3850C 0.0 IS INPUT, .5 TIMES THE LAST CALCULATED TIME STEP OF THE
I 3860C PREVIOUS LOAD CASE IS USED. IF THIS IS THE FIRST LOAD CASE OR
3870C IF THIS IS THE FIRST LOAD CASE OF A RESTART AND 0.0 IS INPUT,
3880C DELMIN IS USED.
F- 3890C ECMAX • MAXIMUM INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT DESIRED IN ANY TIME STEP.
! 3900C DEFAULT VALUE IS ,000100.
3910C SIGMAX • MAXIMUM CHANGE IN STRESS DESIRED IN ANY TIME STEP.
3920C DEFAULT VALUE IS 1000 PSI,
_ 3930C ERMAX • MAXIMUM ESTIMATED INTEGRATION ERROR ALLOWED IN ANY TIME STEP.
i 3940¢ DEFAULT IS .0_ ( 1% ).
3950C DELMIN • MINIMUM ALLOWABLE TIME STEP. DEFAULT VALUE IS .001 TIMES
3960C TCRP.
3970C DELMUL • MAXIMUM MULTIPLIER ALLOWED ON CURRENT TIME STEP IN
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TITLE" INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BODNER DATE =1D/16/85 TIME " 10.28 =AGE- 9
4020C VII CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
4030C
4040C LINE IDM ICON DELSIG DELE=S
4050C IDM - MATERIAL NUMBER
4060C ICON • CONVERGENCE CRITERIA CODE
4070C = 1 CHANGE IN EFFECTIVE SRESS FOR SUBSECUENT ITERATIONS < OELSIG "
4080C - 2 CHANGE IN EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT FOR SUBSEQUENT !
4090C ITERATIONS < DELEPS
4100C • 3 BOTH CONDITIONS 1 AND 2 MUST BE SATISFIED, DEFAULT = 3
4_!0C OELSIG • CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EFFECTIVE STRESS,
4120C DEFAULT = .01=SIGMAX
4130C DELEPS • CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAIN INCREMENT. i
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Y
i TITLE• INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BDDNER DATE -10/16/85 TIME l _0.28 PAGEII©
4180C VZZZ INITIAL CONSTRAZNED DISPLACEMENTS
41g0CI 4200C LINE NOB
! 4210C NDB • NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
422OC
4230C ( ENTER NOB OF TH FOLLOWING LINES )
r 4240CJ
i 4250C LINE N IDIR VALUE NEND NINC
, 4260C N = NODE NUMBER
4270C IDZR = DIRECTION CONSTRAINED
4280C 1 • X ( ANY COMBINATION OF CODES, t.e. 12o 13 OR 123 MAY
I 4290C 2 = Y ALSO BE USED)
_' 4300C 3 = Z
4310C VALUE • NUMERICAL VALUE OF CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENT. DEFAULT IS D.O
4320C NEND • LAST NODE NUMBER HAVING THIS CONSTRAINT. IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
4330C NINC • INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR CONSTRAINT GENERATION FROM N TO NEND
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4380C IX INITIAL NODAL APPLIED FORCES
4390C I
44CK3C LINE NFB
4410C NFB • NUMBER OF APPLIED NODAL FORCE SPECIFICATIONS
4420C _,
4430C ( ENTER NFB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES ) [
4440C 'I
4450C LINE N ID_R VALUE NEND NINC
4460C N = NODE NUMBER
4470C IDIR = DIRECTION OF APPLIED FORCE _
4480C I • X i
4490C 2 • Y :'
4500C 3 • Z
4510C
4520C VALUE • NUMERICAL VALUE OF FORCE TO BE APPLIED ( LBS ) __ ,!
4530C NENO • LAST NODE HAVING THIS APPLIED FORCE. ZF OMITTED N ZS ASSUMED ',
4540C NINC • INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR FORCE GENERATION FROM N TO NEND. 1
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'I TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BOONER DATE -10/16/85 T_ME • 10.28 PAGE,12
4590C X INITIAL NODAL TEMPERATURES
F- 4600C
i 4610{: LINE NTEMPS
i 4620C NTEMPS • NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE INPUT LINES
4630C
4640C ( ENTER NTEMPS OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
r 4650C
4660C LINE N TEMP ITYPE NEND NINC
I 4670C N = NODE NUMBER
4680C TEMP • TEMPERATURE ( DEGREES F. )
4690C ITYPE - INDICATOR FOR TYPE OF TEMPERATURE REVISION
4700C 0 • CHANGE NODAL TEMPERATURE TO TEMP
4710C 1 • INCREMENT NODAL TEMPERATURE BY TEMP
4720C NEND • LAST NODE HAVING THE GIVEN TEMPERATURE, IF OMITTED N IS ASSUMED
4730C NINC • INCREMENT TO BE USED ON TEMPERATURE GENERATION FROM N TO NEND.
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TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH 800NER DATE -10/16/85 TIME • 10._8 PAGE,_3
4780C XZ INITIAL ELEMENT PRESSURE LOADS
4790C i
480_C LINE NPL
4810C NPL • NUMBER OF PRESSURE INPUT LINES
4820C
4830C ( ENTER NPL OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )
4840C !
4850C LINE NEL IFACE Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P? P8 NEND NINC
4860C NEL • ELEMENT NUMBER
4870C IFACE • FACE NUMBER ( IFACE.GE.I.AND.]FACE.LE.6 ) _-_
4880C Pl • PRESSURE AT NODE 1 ( PSI )
4890C P2. P3. P4, PS, P6, P?, P8 • PRESSURES AT NODES 2 ..... 8 ON THE FACE.
4900C IF OMITTED THEY ARE SET EQUAL TO Pl. ( POSITIVE PRESSURES INDUCE
4910C COMPRESSION ZN THE ELEMENT )
4920C NEND • LAST ELEMENT HAVING THIS PRESSURE LOADING. IF OMITTED NEL 1S
4930C ASSUMED
. J
4940C N_NC • INCREMENT TO BE USED FOR ELEMENT PRESSURE GENERATION FROM
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Ji TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BODNER DATE ,10/16/85 TIME • 10.28 PAGE-_4
4990C XII LOAD CASE INFORMATION. FINAL CONDITIONS
5000C
i 5010C XII.1 LOAD CASE CONTROL CARD
5020C
5030C LINE RPM IAXIS IACC NTI
5040C
5050C XII.2 ACCELERATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR INERTIA OR GRAVITY LOADS5060C
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TITLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BOONER DATE -10/1G/85 TIME • 10.28 PAGE-15
5110C XIII NODAL CONSTRAINED DISPLACEMENTS
5120C i
5_3OC LINE NDB f
5140C
5_50C ( ENTER NOB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES ) _5160C
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5210_ XZV NODAL APPLIED FORCES
522OC
_ 523OC LINE NFB
{ 524OC
525OC ( ENTER NFB OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )526OC
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TZTLE- INPUT FOR T3CYAN WITH BODNER DATE "10/16/85 T_ME • 10.28 PAGE-l"7
5310<: XV NODAL TEMPERATURES
5320<:
533OC LINE NTEMPS i
5340C
535OC ( ENTER NTEMPS OF THE FOLLOWING LINES )5360C
._-_
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